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FOREWORD

This volume contains 13 papers of the programme of the Twenty-third
Annual Meeting of the Aerospace Medical Panel of the NATO Advisory Group
for Aerospace Research and Development, held at the Defence Research
Medical Laboratories. Tbronto. Canada, on 7th Septenber 1966.

All opinions expressed are those of the respective authors and do not

constitute AGARD or NATO policy. Each senior author assumed the
responsibility of editing his own paper.

S•he programe was divided into three technical sessions, each covering
j a general subject area, as shown in the Table of Conten,;s.

SAil papers were given in English. Original abstracts were translated
- by Miss Monique Dubois (English to French).

Publication of these collected papers was authorized by the Editorial

-1 Committee of the AGARD Aerospace Medical Panel.
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In 1964 a proposal was made by a representative ofteU aa vainSafety Cne

to the nnnuel meeting of the Navy Air Board that a long term study of human error
accidents be undertaken. As a result the Hua Error Research acd Analysis Program

• i (RI]DP) was implemented.
S7he proportion of Naval aviatioin accidents att-ibutable to human error for several

I! years has exceeded that attributed to equ|ipment malfunction or failure. The reasons for

o i the high ratio of human error c~used accidents are var'ied and in many cases obscure. If
Naval aviation is to continue accident reduction, it is apparent that human error must
receive increased attention. HERAP is designed with this purpose in mind and represents
the first long term longitudinal study from the systems analysis approach.

In February 1966. Douglas Aircraft Company prepared a hT report which describes the
problem ramifications. parameters and recommended methodology for a study in depth. The

S• continuation of this study is being urdertaken at present on a contract basis until the

For the AGARD Aerospace Medical Panel a proposal is made to describe HERAP in detail.

i ~RESUMIE

=•I A 11m•casion de Is r~union annuelle de la Comission A~rienne de la Marine en 1964. un

reprisentant du Centre-de S•ritd de 1"Aironavale des Etats Unis proposa qua soit
entreprise tne dtude ik long terne sur les accidents das A 1l erreur humalne. Cleat h la
suite de cette proposition que fat mis sur pied le Programme de Recherche et d"Analyse de
l'Erreur Humalne (HERAP).

Despuls plusteurs armies, la proportion d'accidents frappant les apparells de 1'MArona-
vale et imputables i 1 errenr humaine est supftieure & calla des accidents attribuables

Sun mauv&Jls fonctionnement ou une d~faillance m~eaniques. Les raisons en sont variges
et. clans de nombrenx cas. obscures. Ci 1" A~ronavale vent poursuivre sa politique de

S~r~duction des accidents. il est dvident qu' ,me attention accrue doit @tre consacr~e au
S~probl~ue de l' erreur humaine. 0' est le but poursuivi par le HERAP, qui constitue la
i ~presibre 4tude longitudinale & long terme envisagde du point de rue de l' analyse des

En Fdvrier 1966. la Cempagnie Douglas Aircraft a prepard, dans le cadre de I'HERP, un

rapport qui expose le problhe, ses ramifications. les parsaftren; impliquds, et Iles
adthodes recommanddes pour une 4tude en profondeur. Cette 4tude ant alctuellement men~e

Ssur la base de contrats Jusqu'A ce que le Centre de S~curitd de I'Adronavale US air mls
San point ses moyens propres afin de poursuivre elle-olme Ile prog, e entrepris.

SI11 est proposd de donner an Groupe de Travail de Mddecine Adrospatiale de I' AGARD une
Sdescript!.on d~tatllie du HERP.

- -
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HUMAN ERROR RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM (HERAP)

Captain R.E.Luehrs. MC. USN

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of the Naval Aviation Safety Center is to contribute to thp maintenance
of the operational readiness of the Na•-y at the highest possible level by reducing the
losses in lives and aircraft which are sustained in the course of the Navy' s world-wide
air operations. Much has been achieved in pursuit of this objective during the past
several years. but at the present time a plateau beems to have reached. One of the most
cogent problems facing the Naval Aviation Safety Center today is concerned with human
error involved in aircraft accidents.

2. DISCUSSION

2.1 1hat Is HERAP?

HNIAP is an accident prevention research program for the purpose of investigating the
nature and extent of human error in aircraft accidents.

In recent years, numerous attempts have been made to delineate man's capabilities to
perform a variety of tasks in aviation. These include cross-sectional statistical and
case history studies in which man's adaptation to the airplane and the environment have
been explored. There has not been a sy,3tematic approach to the problem of human failure
in the man/machine environment complex of naval aviation until recently.

The ground work for such an approach began in June. 1964. when a representative ofI the Safety Center presented to the annual meeting of the Navy Air Board a plan for aprogram which would intensely Study huSLI error with the ultimate goal being a further

reduction in the aircraft accident rate. The Board concurred with this proposal and

directed the Naval Aviation Safety Center to undertake this study. The study was given
the name "Human Error Research and Analysis Program" or HERAP.

HEAP is envisioned as a longitudinal study of 20 years' duration which is and will
be conducted by contract until the Safety Center develops the in-house capability to
assume the program. The first phase of the study was completed in February, 1966. by
Douglas Aircraft Company. This consists of a documer.t which describes the problem and
its parameters in detail and outlines a methodology fo studying it in depth.

This initial phase of HEIAP was to define a long-term accident prevention program
which has as its objective to reduce accidents caused by human error and to speci.y the
required procedu.res of its implementation. The proposed strategy for defining a long-
term effort involved building a progr-a upon the current work of the Naval Aviation
Safety Center and structuring it toward the achievement of long and short term goals.
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Goals of the long range program were originally defined aA follows:

(i) To develop an appropriate and oper-.tionally feasible reporting procedure.

(ii) To develop a data bank having the capabilities and characteristics for:] ° (a) data categorization. storag, and retrieval,

? ] (b) calculation of frequency distributions wl.th categories.
(c) storage of longitudinal profiles of personnel.

I| (d) statistical analysis of data.
(e) generation and testing of hypotheses in the data.

(f) upgrading the data bank both continuously and periodically.

(iii) Flexibility. allowing adaptation tc changes in equipment. personnel, and
knowleO.e.

(iv) Direct application to the Fleet.

(v) Coordination with experimental efforts in connection with location of accident
causes.

2.2 Mhat is UHman Error?

Human error may be defined as "the specified deviation of human activity or decisionfrom an operationally defined norn." It is essectial that we agree :ipon a workl-.g
definition, at least, of what human error is before undertaking a long-range accident
prevention program. This definition suggests thbt error cannot occur unless limits
have been set before accidents happen.

One of our major jobs is to determine these limits and record. manipulate. and tct
_•. upon data in a aeaningful way within this frame-work. It Is suggested that in Naval

aviation there are many circumstances where it is perfectly clear that the human operator
had no chance to mitigate or even influence the result.

All human beings have limitations; the human organism is not infallible; It is far

from perfect. As the amount and complexity of flying Increases. human error becomes more
apparent. The human errors attributed to aircraft accidents center around proneness to
forget; to display bad judgment; to become confused and exhibit poor technique; toevidence slow reaction time; to distort visual and auditory perception, and to exhibit
other manifestations of human limitations.

Our approach must eximne these limitations and attempt to specify what we expect of
our human operators and what characteristics they must possess In order to carry out

- I tasks in specific systems. We shall look at "error" from the point of view of a deviation
I from what can be expected, but shall not necessarily attach blame to the individual for

the deviation. Our attack will be to attempt to predict performance of the specific
task. having determined the nature of the task carefully from the point of view of what
qualities, at hat levels, and with what variability are required by it for a specifiedg performance.

I
I

|.
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2.3 A Systematic Approach to the Study of Human Error
in Naval Aviation Safety. 4 '

By a systematic approach is meant a methodology for studying and analysing the
accident-producing system. The proposed systematic approach, or methodology, involves
mathematical modeling techniques and statistical estimation of the parameters in the
system. Mathematical models and computerized techniques have proved to be very useful in
more sophisticated approaches to a better understanding of the man/machine relationship.

The system here is a very complex on.. It consists of a m/machine subsystem
interacting with various elements of the environment. Such a system is not easy to deal
with. The subsystems are each complicated enough but, when they Interact. the problem
could become horrendous. Other kinds of error in the system cannot be overlooked, but
the focus here shall be an human error.

Only a model, or a =aster plan. for a systematic approach to the problem can be
presented. There are many facets of the problem that are unknown. Many years of
research will be required before the statistical parameters involved in the mathematical
model can be adequately estimated.

In systematizing an approach to the relation of human error to aviation accidents, the

4 i" s structure shall be adopted. This structuring of aviation accidents and huran error
involves a triadic relation of the relata: (1) man; (2) machine; and (3) media (i.e.. the
environment cf one and too) in which one must (4) mcnage two in the -context' of three.
Here the term management shall be construed to mean the effective control by a human of
the machine with which he is required to interact. In this case. the machine would be an

aircraft or one of its subsystems. There are several noteworthy implications of the 4 W s
structure: First, the two interacting systems (i. e.. man azA machine) could collectively
or separately be characterized by a systems effectiveness measure which essentially
describes performance; secondl3, the effects, if any. of the immediate operating environ-
ment upon the effectiveness with which man manages a given machine, as well as the
effectiveness with whicL the machine remains within the limits of tolerable performance.
must also be considered; finally, in order to have variables that are both observable
and measurable, it would seem best to define tolerable performance limits for both man
and machine in terms of eflective task accomplishment. Thus, a machine performs within
tolerance if. and only if. it accomplishes the set of tasks for *hich it was designed.
For a trainable 'machine- such as man. one must add that he performs within tolerance if.
and only if. he accomplishes at the proper time the tasks for which he war traisne-. Here.
t•c term training may be interpreted as both highly structured as well as relatively

unstructured past experience.

In order to accurately describe human error with the frame-work of the 4 Jr s struct-are.
a measure of perf-rmance which adequately relates degraded performance and error is
needed.

This system effectiveness measure car characterize all sub-systems, collectively or
separately.

The effectiveness measure considers tolerance performance limits for all components of
the system in terms of effective task accomplishment. ?Ie measure presupposes system
states, describable fi, terms of some d-,graded mode of perfc.--ance, which produce a certain
amount of error. This error is referred to as "error in a critical system parameter."

:~_ =
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I The mathewatical evaluation of the measure Involves some rather formidable concepts.
It should be recognized that the meaning of "system state" is not restricted to that

of a single performa~ace mode, but may also indicate combinations and/or sequences of
performance modes. Thbus, it woul.d seemu that for the human biological system, in its

I ~relation to aircraft accidents. three very general performance modes are basic:

I o Degradation in reaction time,

o Degradatiou in tolerance toresholds,

o Degradation in accuracy of judgment.

Visual and auditory perception.

Choice discrimination,

Observation.

4 Decision making,

J Data handling,

I Ski Us and techniques.

There are, perhaps, other basic modes and undoubtedly there are further subdivisions of
the three modes presented here.

2.4 Some Basic Considerations in HERAP

The approach to the problem will be multi-disciplinary, utlizing current and future
statistical tools, including computers. As a starting point. data from the Safety Center
files will be blended with data from analyses of human characteristic and capability
analYsis, aircraft construction and configuration, mission profile and performance and
operational environment. This will constitute the basic daita bank. Data will be
acquired and categorized by standard methods and stored in easily retrievable form.
Trends developed by daca analysis will be explored in detail as priority dictates.

A mission analysis will be done for each basis aircraft type in the inventory, forI ~each modified version aircraft and for each type of mission p~rofile. The latter will runj the gamut from high altitute, hIgh speed intercepts to those involving antisubmarine
planes circling datum points at very low altitude above the sea %~urface day and night.

* S These analyses will be in great detail, considering every phase including pre- and post-
flight, periods. An early step consists of establishing matrice,. of various sorts,
meshing them to find specific dzta points and placing this material in the data bank.
The bank is to be constructed so that information can be added or retrieved rapidly.

Information from the fleet and shore activities will be collected, screened, validated
and stored, and, as practices and hardware change. updating will ensue.

i HERAP must oonsider the training sequenice of pilots and other ?Ia'al personnel involved
in the accident-producing system. This is true for several reasons. One obvious reason
is that training affects the level of skill attained for a specific task. Further-more,
training provides measures of proficiency which may be analyzed iAn relation to accident

ha-zard.

[.
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Training In Naval aviation is no longer dependent entirely on the ideas of the

Instructors. Training in Naval aviation has now progressed into very complex ordered

systems (with considerable disorder in some of the sub-systems). Furthermore, both
formal and informal training continues throughout the life of the aviator as it does
in other professions.

Many specific investigations will emerge within the framework of the systems 3pproach.

The varicu specific investigations will involve an interdiscipl•narv approach (bio-
medical, pathological, psychological, biophysical. statistical, (MgIneering, etc.) but
may be focused on a specific aspect of aircraft accidents. Some examples of immediate
problems to be investigated are:

(a) Nig'-t cart ter landings.

(b) Collision avoidance.

(c) P¶atigue.

(d) Disorientation.

(e) Index of accident exposure.

2. 5 Why Study Hutman Error?

Although Naval aviation is one of the more hazardous occupations, men continually, on

a day-to-day basir, undertake to accomplish their mission successfully. Naval aviators
i fly ten thousand hours each day in a large number of different missions. An average of

0.7 lives of pilot.a and crew members combined are lost each day and the dollar cost in
equipment loss is approximately $1. 000.000. By today' s standards, it is estimated that
a Lieutenant Commander or Major Naval Aviator costs approximately $1,250.000 in terms of
training investment. Even more costly to the accomplishment of the military mission is
the 10 years which is reqaired to replace st ch a man with one of equal experience.
These are impersonal elements which in no way reflect the overall impact which such

S~losses produce.a

Over 60 of Naval/Marine aviation accidents have human error assigncd as a causative
or contributory factor. In industry, if a major problem exists in a particular area,
then into that area go the talent and money necessary to rectify the situation. The Navy,
more specifically the US Naval Aviation Safpt'. Center in Norfolk, Virginia, likewise
attempts to follow this good management principle and has recently begun to implement

Sthe Human Error Research and Analysis Program (HERR).

In reviewing Naval aircraft accident statistics over the 20 year period of 1944 through
9164, certain trends are quite evident. There has been a definite decrease in the number

of accidents per 10.000 hours of flight tiuae and fewer fatalities accompany this trend.
However, the cost per accident has risen steeply. Some factors which have produced the
downward accident/fatality trend are: Better selection of student pilots, improved
training, efforts to provide men/machine o)mpatibility and the inculcation of the concept
of aviation safety through the various command levels. Meanwhile, economic changes and
increased complexity of military aircraft and systems have driven t.qe cost per unit
substantially upward. Illustration of this point is not difficult; in the 1940's, unit
costs were in terms of thousands of dollars but in the present era. millions 6f dollars
has become the common denominator of expression.

t _
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In evaluating our accidents there are four major categories into which they are
7 -placed. The largest group comes under the heading of Pilot Cause Factor which covers a

broad list of acts of omission and commission. Thr next category in number is materiel
caused accidents. In this group are those accidents which can be attributed to a break-
down in the aircraft or its systems.

The role of human error in these acidents must be overlooked. Design failure, quality
control inadequacy, and laboratory errors are just a few examples of how human frailty

may engender materiel breakdown. "Other Personnel" caused accidents constitutes the next
lower series. Again human error enters the picture for basically Homo .Sapiens is the
link which breaks in the chain. Mistakes made by mechanics and other technicians,
supervisor personnel, tower operators. GCA and CCA operators and landing signal officers
are indicative of come of the areas where the blame for an accident may ultimately be
placed. The fourth category and smallest numerically includes such causative factors
as weather, airport or carrier facilities and bird strikes.

In recapitulation of the first three categories, it becomes obvious that the major
problem in accident cause is people. A" hough man has evolved through a long period of

time. there still exists a large void in our knowledge of him. Gradually a body of
information hrs been compiled but there still is a vast i.-norance as to man's total
performance -avelope. Ibe elucidation of this dark area is of utmost importance in the
advanctent of aviation.

We must address ourselves to this problem now; this is why we must study human error
involved in Naval a0iation accidents.

We are dedicated to the premise that with time and knowledge the uncertainty associated
with predicting human error caused accidents in Naval aviation can be reduced until this
uncertainty asymptotically approaches zero as a limit.

f: 3, CONCLUSION

I The conclusion to this paper is a motion picture of approximately five minutes
duration. It depicts a series of landing accidents aboard several different classes of
aircraft carriers involving various aircraft types. The purpose is to give those who are
not familiar with Naval aviation some insight into one of the more hazardous areas of
operation and an appreciation for the intolerable price paid as a result of human error.

i:-'
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THE ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE WITHIN

THE OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT

by

Lloyd Hitchcock. Jr, Ph.D.

US Naval Air Development Center. Aerospace Medical Research Department,
Johnsville. Warminster, Pa. USA
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SUMMARY

The laboratory detection and evaluation by psychophysical measure-
ments of deterioration in a man's ability to pilot a modern aircraft are
subject to four important limitations: (a) an arbitrary standard
generally must be assumed; (b) available techniques provide data bearing
on no more than two dimensions but these data must then be applied to
the full six degrees of freedom of the flight environment: (c) the dhoice
of parameters of performance to be measured will strongly influence the
conclusions and interpretations; (d) the same data may lead to conflizt-
ing interpretations, depending on the statistical procedures employed.
This paper will summarize some of the more popular procedures and will
attempt to classify them with respect to their dimensional capabilitiesj• and the assumptions which define when and how they may be used.

RESUME

La degradation de 1' aptitude humaine A piloter un avion moderne peut
Otre d4tectde et dvalude & i' aide de me3ures psycho-physiques en
laboratoire; on se heurte cependant an ,uatre facteurs limitatifs
suivants: (a) 1l faut gdndralement se baser sur un crittre arbitraire;
(b) les donn4es fournies grice aux techniques actuellement en vigueur
portent sur deux dimensions seulement. et doivent cependant Otre
appliqudes aux six degrds de libertd intervenait dans les conditions
r~elles de vol; (c) le choix des paramUtres de performance que i"on
veut mesurer influence dans une large mesure les conclusions et les
interprdtations; (d) les mrmes donnges peuvent donner lieu A des
interpretations contradictoires suivant les mdthodes statistiques
employdes. L' auteur exposera succinctement certaines des m~thodes les
plus frdquemuent utiliskes et s' efforcera de les classer en fonction de
1' Atendue de leurs applications et des hypotheses sur lesquelles on se
base pour duterminer quand et comment on doit les utiliser.

C
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TAE ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE WITHIIN
THE OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT

Lloyd Hitchcock, Jr, Ph.D.

It has been said that the complexities of measurement incre"se geometrically as the
complexity of the process measured increases arithmetically. Probably nowhere is this
better exemplified than in the study of piloting behavior. Fortunately fcr those working
in the area. much can and has been accomplished by the use of qualitative assessment
alone. We can label a particular piloting performance as "good" or 'bad" without
including a quantitative clause stating ý'hov-good" or "ho--bad" the performance actually
was. However. the natural desire to make finer distinctions than those that can be
based upon qualitative judgments, and the need to formulate probability statements about
the potential consequences of piloting behaviors, have led to continued efforts to
develop and apply techniques of quantitative measurement in the evaluation of flight
performance.

The most commonly used techniques fall into a category, which fcr lack of a better
with error defined as the deviation of a variable frcm some arbitrary reference point.

The use of such measures obviously requires the specification of a no-error standard.
This standard, or reference, may well vary as a function of time, as would be the case
in glide path attitude, but the standard must be such that it can be stated a priori in
quantitative terms. Of course, any inaccuracies in the definition of the error reference
will serve to artificially inflate the measured error and thus proportionately reduce
the precision ,nd sensitivity of this measurement technique. The deviations from such
an error reference may be summarized across time in several ways. A simple comparator
circuit may be used to yield a count of the number of times the variable in question
exceeds or falls below the reference. If the output of the comparator is integrated.
it will provide a statement of the percentage of total measurement time that the variable
deviated from the reference level. Quite often the comparators defining when the variable
exceeds the reference and when it falls below it are given differential settings. Thus
the comparator outputs can be used to define "wben" and/or "tiow long" the flight perfor-
mance strays outside a specified tolerance band. All variations from the absolute
reference which fall within the band are disregarded by such a procedure and hence must
be assumed to be both equivalently unimportant and benign with respect to their iuplica-
tions for successful aircraft control.

If it is necessary to go beyond statements of '"hen", "how often", and "11w much :f
the time" a flight parameter deviates from its error referent and discuss the magnitude
of the deviations, several techniques are availeble The deviations of the parameter
above and below the reference value can be separately integrated. The integral of the

absolute error can be obtained by either summing these twj integrals or by iIserting a -

diode-rectifier ahead of a single integrator and disreg.arding the sign of the deviations

a -
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from the ot.-tst. If one assumes that the time-constant of the computing equi-ment used
(usually this value is one-second) is equivelent to a unit measure In the dirital sense.
the concepts of average, or mean, error as well as the temporal variability of the error

quantity may be assessed. For this purpose, the standard form for the L s-of-squares
of the variance equation SS = -2 - (Y_) 2/N is approximated by the analog conputation

• -] !

Here. the number of measurements. N , is approximated by T/t , where T is the
duration of the measurement period and t is the unit time-constant of the computing
equipment used. Where an error refere,-e zzay be specified, it may be used as the mean
and the variance computed directly by

r(x- X) 2

The variance obtained will. of course be expanded by any discrepancy between the error
referent and the true arithmetic mean. However, this expansion will not affect compari-
sons of relative variability and the assumption of a mean value greatly simplifies the
scaling problems associared with analog computation. If rapid-sampling digital equipment

is available, direct computation of the error variance is possible. The newer forms of
signal av',raging equipment, though primarily designed as aids in pulling low-level
signals from an electronically noisy background, can be used to provide an amplitude
histogram which al&so can be used to derive an estimate of variability.

-One value derived from the use of variance estimates can be seen through a comparison
of two error tracings which yield the same total integrated error (and hence the same
mean error scores) but yield variances of the determined error which differ markedly.

Research conducted at the Naval Air Development Center has revealed that the variability
of piloting performance is a more sensitive index of the effects of stress and increased
pilot work load than is mean error. Another. and perhaps more important, advantage of
variance calculations comes from the abilir~y to derive probability statements concerning
performance through their use. It is often meaningful to use a statement of upper or

lower limits as a referent for performance evaluation. In simulation fatuations which

permit excursions beyond limits to occur with relative safety, the number of limit
overshoots may be tabulated directly by counter and/or their duration determined by using
temporal integration of a comparattor-controlled bias signal. This process is equivalent
to expanding the tolerance-bind previously discussed all the way out to the structural or
"performance limits of the aircraft undcr investigation. However. it is frequently
impractical to repeatedly test-to-failure in this fashion. Therefore. prediction must be
substituted for tabulation. Such a predictive procedure has been developed for cases in
which it would be of interest to determine how long a subject pilot could maintain flight
"at a given level of performance. This predictive scheme requires both z calculation of
response variability and the a priori statement of a limit which should not be exceeded
by the parameter in question. Using tne estimate cf standard deviation derived fre the
variability calculation and the mean response magnitude, the assigned limit is then
translated into a z-score by (L-X)/s where "LV is the limit value, 'X" is the average
response magnitude, and "s" is the standard deviation of the response distribution. The
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obtained z-score can then be used to enter a table of the normal or Gaussian curve to
yield a percentage statement of the probability O' of observing a response Value equaI
to or greater than the stated limit value. This value is then multiplied by the frequmcy
of sampling rate, 1/t . in samples-per-second to obtain the probability of observing a
limit response in any given second of observation. Such a probability statement yields
a rectangular distribution across time. Thus the probability "q" of not observing a
limit value in x seconds of flight say be derived from

=t

Thus 1 - qt' yields a probability statement regarding the likelihood that a pilot could
safely negotiate a precribed interval of maneuver time at his demonstrated level of
proficiency. If only peak values are sampled, the same statement is made possiblio by
using

= .=

where b is the average response frequency in cycles/second.
F 2

Frequently the complexities of the operational environment thwart all our attewpts
to specify a useful reference against which we may measure performance error. The
correctness of a response may be determined by many factors other than a simple correla-
tion between two variables. For example, nosing over slightly to regain a loss of
airspeed is a fine general role. but its application is questionable by a pilot who is
positioned Just short of a carrier deck. Hence, we find a need for contingency analysis.
Using comparators to trigger digital components, a series of AND-gates can be constructed
which permit a large number of variables to contribute Jointly to the definition of error.
The utility of this technique is currently be. ng evaluated by application to a study of
pilot performance during simulation of severe turbulence penetration. This study, con-
conducted using the Human Centrifuge of the Naval Air Development Center, simulated the
force environment and pilot-controlled aerodynamic responses characteristic of the
Boeing 720B aircraft. The procedures currently in use by air carriers using this air
aircraft dictate maintenance of horizontal attitude in pitch and role throughout turbu-

P lence penetration. However, overzealous adherence to this dictate in the pitch axis is
E unwise in view of the narrow range of airspeed between stall and high speed buffet

characteristic of the 720B at high altitudes and he restrictions upon altitude variation
imposed by the air traffic control. Therefore. a nose-high attitude does not always
demand a compensating nose-down control input nor does a nose-down attitude always mean

j a push-forward input is in error. However, if airspeed and rate-of-descent are high,
pitch attitude and pitch rate both nose-down. G-load less then one, and altitude is
below the prescribed flight level, a nose-down control input can definitely be classified
as an error. If the digital logic is programed to pass an error signal only when these
conditions coincide, or when the inverse of these corditions is coupled with a nose-up
coand. then the circuit output may be used to provide an index of error frequency
and/or duration.

The use of such a contingency analysis provides an additional benefit if the data used
are upon magnetic tape and permit repetitive analysis. If each component variable in a

i lI iHm II PJ n m i.ana liinu• m m • a l
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contingency sequence is dropped from the circuit in turn. valuable information can be
gained about the relative Importance placed upon each of the variables by the subject
pilots. The influence that a given flight variable has upon the control actions of the
pilot will be directly proportional to the increase in error frequency observed when
that variable is removed from the contingency sequence. For example, if the circuitry
associated with the variables of airspeed and pitch altitude are alternately removed
from the contingency analysis of pitch comand developed for the turbulence situation.
the change in recorded error which occurs when "airspeed" is removed can be compared
with the change associated with elimination of the "attitude" variable from the contin-
gency clrcult. This comparison will yield a direct ratio index of the relative impor-
tance for pitch control placed upon airspeed and attitude by the pilot.

An additional advantage of such a contingency analysis is that it requires the

construction of a minimum number of a priori assumptions. However. it should be kept in

mind that the error index which results is extremely conservative.

ThougL, quantitative analyses such as those described here constitute only primitive
first steps toward the goal of precise measurement of piloting performance, it is hoped
that experience in their use may lead to extensions which will succeed :n :ectretly
what William James described as the "thicket of reality".
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SUMMARY

The USA School of Aerospace Medicine has conducted a series of
studies on management, morale. job satisfaction. and wnrkload among
aircreamen. The impact of such factors op flying efficiency was clearly
demonstrated in research during World War 11. Modern aircraft tz
management concepts inherent in the present organization of the USAF
have created new problems in these areas. Significant disruptions in

the living patterns of aircrewmen have been identified. Significant
disruptions of daily patterns of sleaping and eating have been found as
a result of flying through several time z~nes. Monagement concepts
concerning quick response and flexibility in meeting special require-
sents have been abo*an to interfere with off-duty recovery from fatiguing
missions. These and similar factors reduce the aircreuman' s physical
and psjcbological fitness for sustained flying proficiency during
demanding missions.

RESUME

L'Ecole de Midecine Adrospatia~le de l Armde de r Air des Etats-Unis
s' est livr~e & ume sdrie d' dtudes stir 1r organisatiom. le moral, la
satisfaction professionnelle, et la charge de travail parmi les, membres
d' 6quipages navigmnts. Lea incidences de ces facteurs sur 11 efficacitd
en vol cut dti clairement d~montrdes; par des traraux de recherche
effectuis an cours de la Deuxifme Guerre Mondiale. Les avions modernes
et lea principes, qui guident l organisation actuelle de r Armde de 1' Air
des USA oant cr44 de nouveauix problbses dans; ce damaine. On a identifid
des ruptures isportantes dons le rythme de vie des navigants, ainsi les
perturbations affectant les horiares des repas et du soineil lore du
passage de plusieurs fuseaux horaires. Oni a ddmontrd. d' autre part, que
certains principes; T organisationi tonchant la rapiditd de rdaction et la
souplesse devant certains imp4ratifs spciaux contrarient lee possi-
bilitds de r&cupration des navigants aprds mse mission fatigante. Ces
factears, ainsi que d' autres du mfte ordre, riduisent 1' aptitude physique
et psycbologique des navigants i a' acquitter de fagon satisfaisante et
soutenue des tiches qui leur sont assignies an cours de missions qui
requi~rent toute leer ccupitence.

VI
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SUSTAINED PILOT PERFORMANCE REQUIRES MORE THEN SKILL

Bryce O.Hartman. Ph.D.
George L.Cantrell. Major. USAF

1. SUSTAINED PILOT PERFORMANCES REQUIRES
-]MORE THAN SKILL

Major nations function globally. Military transport organizations are an important
tool in these activities. The aircraft are complex and require the most professional
kind of airmanuhip. Factors other than skill, however, influence the piloa's ability to
maintain high levels of performance. The military transport pilot routinely fli-s to
destinations thousands of miles from his home base. Such trips require several days. and
produce major changes in toe pilot's living and working pattern. It is the purpose of
this paper to show the extent to which the daily pattern is disrupted during these long
missions.,1

2. METHOD

SIData were obtained in a workload study conducted as part of a special Military Airlift
Command crew time test on the C-141. All aircrewmen in two squadrons were given forms on
which to report their activities in half-hour blocks around the clock for 20 succebierc
days. Sixty-one aircraft commanders completed all 20 forms without error. Ten of these
were in an off-duty sti.tius at the beginning of the study, were alerted and went into
predeparture crew rest. flew a mission te the Far East. returned, and completed their

S•~~ost-mission crew rest prior to the end of the study. 7bey had therefore gone through-
the entire cycle involved in an extended mission. These were used in a detailed analysis

of daily patterns.

First, a molel mission was empirically derived by obtaining modal times for eating,
sleeping and flying on each successivo day. Intervals between these activities were
allotted to functions such as "crew rest". "on the fligbt line". "clearing operationsO
and similar aircrew duties arranged in the appropriate sequonce. The resulting model
was cross-checked against mean times for each activity obtained from the entire 61
aircraft commanders. Then, eating times, sleeping times Lmd flying times reported by the
10 pilots selected for detailed analysis were sorted into two groups, at home or on

Stemporary duty (TDY) away from home. converted to percentages, and plotted on a time
scale,

3. RESULTS

onu e t odel mission is made up of six flights consisting of a long and medium lvngth leg
outbound. and a short and 3 medium length legs inbound. In-transit time is six days. and

_ 0in



the complete cycle, including pre-departure and post-mission crew rest. is eight days,
Flight time is 38 hours out of the 144 hours in transit. An analogue of this mission is
presented in Pigure 1. Figure 2 shows the mission plotted on a day-by-day basis. In-
flight and sleep periods, which provide the maximum cor~trast 'An activity, are specifIcally
identified. It can be seen that a short 211 hour flight is the only piroductive work
accomplished during days 3. 4 and 5.

In Figure 3. the times for flights, meals and sleep onset during the six days in
transit are plotted on a twenty-four hour scale. The right hand column shows a conven-
tional schedule for comparison. It can be seen that the flights are scattered around the
clock and that meal times and sleep lack the pattern characteristic of normal schedl.es.

The findings presented to this point come from a model. Though empirica]lly derived,
it is of course one step away from real data. The following figures summarize the actual
times reported by the 10 aircraft commanders for the full 20 days. Frequency distribu-
tions were converted to percentages and plotted on u twenty-four hour time scale.

A comparison of take-off times at home and in-transit (TDY) is shown in Figure 4.
In-transit take-offs are scattered around the clock. Take-off times at home show a large
peak in the afternoon (largely training flights) and a smaller peak- in the morning.
Furthermore, these aircraft commanders reported no take-offs between 8 p.m. and 4 a.mi.,
a time period during which thirty percent of the in-transit take-offs occurred.

Meal times at home =nd in transit are compared in Figure 5. In-transit meals show
peaks at 2 a.mn. and 4 p.m. home base time. An interesting reversal. not immediately
apparent in the curve, occurs with the T1DY meals: half of them are eaten between the
normal supper and brj.akfast schedule, a shift of twelve hours. The curve for meals at
home shows the expected three peaks.

The difference between sleep onset at home and in transit (Fig. 6) is quite striking.
Two-thirds of the sleep periods at home begin between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. Sleep onset
times while flying an extended mission are scatter-d arocýnd the clock. However, sleep
durations (Fig.7) are quite similar at home and on TDY.

4. DISCUSSION

It appears that both the model mission and the raw data from the ten aircraft comman-
ders indicate the same thing: a pilot going out on an extended mission enters into an
unpatterned schedule of living and working. In the face of this psychological and
physiological confusion, the airsrewman can adopt one of three strategies:

(a) He can remain on a home base schedule, but this puts him out of Atep with the
pattern at every stop-over point and is sometimes physically impossible because,
for example, he is flying when the home base schedule says he should be sleeping.

(b) He can shift to the local schedule at each so-over, but this produces conflicts
with the previous schedule. so that he may find himseV' eai ~ng or going to bed too
soon, or having to~ defer eating or sleeping despite a prysP.,logical need.
(Furthermore, this does not alter the lack of patternii~g. We reprogrammed eating
and sleeping on this basis in the model mission and detived a C-ifferent but
equally unpatterned daily schedule.)

[.
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(c) He can anchor his schedule to the airplane's flying schedule, a compromise which
our data say he has, in fact, adopted even in the face of the consequent disrup-
tion.

Clearly none of the strategies solve the problem.

What are the consequences of this disruption? We must report that we don't know. We
have been trying for several years to find changes in psychomotor efficiency when the
living and working pattern is altered. We have carried out simulator a.d field studies

on aircrews, simulated space flights, work/rest experiments, and fatigue studies.
Hauty' s recent demonstration of decrement in simple tasks 1 supports our concern about the
importance of the problem. It is well known that changes in the pattern alter cyclical

physiological functions. These alterations have been detected in many studies, but the
effect in the psychomotor domain - a loss in piloting skill - remains elusive. We know
from our field studies of aircrewmen that they are largely dissatisfied with their lot
when flying extended missions and are more satisfied back home. We think that the
appropriate laboratory experiments and field studies remain to be performed.

Finally. we are sure that the training programs do not prepare pilots for this kind of
disruption of normal patterns of living and varking. and that the highest order of
piloting skill is of little assistance in coping with it.

REFERENCES

1. Hauty. G.T. Pilot Fatigue: Intercontinental jet Flight 1. Oklahoma
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Fig. 1 An analogue of the model mission, fitted to routes from th,: west coast of the
United States to Japan and back.

-i : r - DAY 3 1. tAY 2 DAY 1- ---

I .. 1 SLEEP

- DAY4 FLYING

)*---DAY 5 rl DAY 6 -l DAY 7 -.

•~-.-"-------------------- r--T hfL_• ..... L.__F-l__r

Fig. 2 A day by day plot of the model mission, using flying and sleeping to provide
maximum contrast in activity.
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SUMMARY

* A number of east-west and west-east flights have been carried out in civil aircraft
* (Boeing 707 and Super VCI0). These fl~ghts have lbeen to New York. Bermuda. Singapore and

Boston - Detroit. The parameters recorded and made use of in the present investigation
were pulse rate frow take off to landing, with some short breaks in recording when the
Captain who was being investigated, had to go aft for natural or for social purposes.

S i A log was kept of activities on the flight deck and of the periods of sleep during the
slip period,

f

The amount of sleep taken seems to be reflected in the changes in heart rate recorded
at various periods of the flight. If the Captain has to fly during a period in which he
ould normally be sleeping, then. obviously, he must either have a sound and full night's

sleep to whatever is the number of hours he usually reqeires. or he must in addition
"bank" some sleep by sleeping in the middle of the day. To do this "banking" in an
environment which is not cc.nducive to sleep, introdu.ces diffIculties. For these reasons.
it seems that a Captain is more liable to be fatigued by westerly flight in which the
take-of time is in early evening as opposed to one in which the take-off time is in the
late morning.

An attempt has been made to relate the degree of tiredness resultant from this sleep
loss together with the fatigue produced by the flying task itself, to the patte.in of
cardiac activity during flight period.

A fatigue check list modified from one designed by the United States Air Force has
also been employed in this investigation.

RESUME

Un certain nombre de vols ouest-est et retour ont Wt• effectu~s A bord d" avions civils
(Boeing 707 et Super VCIO), avec, pour objectifs. New York, les Bermudes. Singapour. et
Detroit par Boston. Le parambtre enregistr4 et utilis4 au cours de P htude r~alis4e A
cette occasion dtait la friquence du pouls depuis le Ddcollage jusqu' A 1' atterrissage. A

* i' exception de quelques interruptions d' enregistrement dues aux ddt,lacements, vers
l"arri~re de l'appareil, pour dus obligations sociales aussi bien que des besoins
naturels, du commandant soumis i 1' expdrience. Lea activitds A 1' Intdrieur de la cabine
de pilotage et les phases de somneil au cours de la p4riode de repos entre d ux rel ves
dc 4quipage. furent consign6es dans le journal de bord.

Les variations de la frdquence cardiaque enregistrde & divers moments du vol semblent
etre fonction du nombre d'heures Twendant lesquelles le sujet a pu dormir. Si le comman-
dant doit voler an cours d une p~riode normalement consacrge au sommeil, il lui faut. de
toute dvidence. soit avoir une bonne nuit de sommeil profond. de la dur6e A laquelle il
est habitu4. soit "stocker" en plus une certaine quantitg de sonneil en dormant en
milieu de journ~e. Cependant. ce "stockage". effectud dans des conditions ambiantes
impropres an sommeil, soulhve des difficultds. I semble donc qu'un commandant. est plus
vulndrable & la fatigue au cours d(un vol en direction de l'ouest. avec d6collage en
d4but de soiree, qu'au cours d'un vol avec d~collage en fin de matinde.

On s'est efforcd d'•dtablir le rapport entre le degr6 de fatigue rdsultant d'une part
de ce manque de sommeil. d" autre part des fonctions de pilotage proprement dites. et la
courbe de I'activitd cardiaque pendant le vol.

C.•
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SLEEP RHYTHMS IN TRANSATLANTIC CIVIL FLYING

Wing Commander T. C. D. Whiteside

A number of east-to-west and west-to-east flights have been carried out in civil
aircraft (Boeing 707 and Super VClO) leaving from London. Durirg these flights heart
rate was almost continually recorded on magnetic tape from take off to touch down.
Seated behind the captain on each flight was a scientific observer who kept a log of
salient features of the flight noting, for example, chaiges in altitude or in heading,
discussions on R/T regarding clearance to a cpztain flilzht level, etc. In this way it
was possible subsequently to correlate in time. the heart rate with the various events
recorded. Furthermore, all urine passed from 12 hours before leaving home. until 12
hours after returning, was collected and acidified for subsequent examination to determine

Sthe amount of adrenaline and noradrenaline excreted. Sultjective fatigue was quantified
by means of a modified version of a questionnaire developed by the USAF. The results
indicate that probably the most important single factor contrIbuting to fatigue in this
task is the loss of sleep which inevitably arises from a number of causes, mostly
associated with the phase difference between the sleep rhythm to which the individual is
adapted and the sleeping time of the local comunity in which he finds himself. In
general this phase difference, in degrees, is equal to the number of degress difference
between the longitude to which the individual is acapted and toat in which he finds
himself. If he is west of the longitude to which !. is adapted the environment is in
phase lag, whereas if he is east of the longitude to which he is adapted the environment
is in phase advance.

The problems associated with sleep when west of the usual time zone are not in general
in getting to sleep, since if one is following the habits of the local community this

r means going to bed later than usual. The difficulty is rather in remaining asleep until
the local community wakens, for there is a tendency to find oneself waking at about 2 or
3 o clock in the morning and being unable thereafter to get to sleep again. This is
attributed to the normal circadian rhythm and the associated activity in the reticular
formation giving rise to arousal ascendant impulses. It seems probable that this
mechanism which has been suggested by Bremer (1954) may wel! be the stimulus which causes
the individual to waken at those early hours - a time in fact which corresponds precisely
with the usual time at which the individual wakens whet he is at home. It is, for
example, well known that, even after going to bed very late. one none the less tends to
waken about the some time as usual in the morning. The net result is that when sleeping
west of the time zone to which one is adapted, sleep tends to be curtailed, firstly by
getting to bed late, and secondly, by waking too early.

When east of the time zone to which one is adapted, the time of going to sleep tends
to be, by local standards, later, for that environment is in phase advance. If one tries
to go to bed at the local time for doing so. this may in fact mean retiring some five to
seven hours too early and of course it can then be difficult to get to sleep. This can



of course be somewhat easier if the Individual has previously incurred a sleep debt or
• if he is tired from having been on duty. The time of waking is dictated rather by the

noise of the wakening community and since this occurs before one's usual waking time, the
night's sleep is shortened. To sumarise; when there is displacement east or west of the
usual time zone there is usually inevitably a reduction in the amount of sleep obtained.

Then west of the customary time zone the difficulty in getting to sleep is of exo-
genous origin and the difficulty in rmaining asleep in the early morning is of endogenous
origin. lien east of the customary time zone, the difficulty in getting to sleep is of
endogenous origin, and the difficulty in remaining asleep is of exogenous origin.

To meet these difficulties the captains who had volunteered to be subjects of the
investigation had eash evolved a system of sleep pattern when en route. This involved
takirg the post-flight sleep, but only after allowing a mn-down period of at least some
three to five hours. This allowed the individual to relax after the demanding task of
flying and, in the case of westerly flights, it enabled him to fall into phase with the
locul sleeping habits. 1ien the period of slip was of the order of 24 - 36 hours, the
reduction in the sleep obtained in this post-flight period was made use of to enable the
individual to get to sleep again for three to four hours so as to waken as near as
convenient to the next take-off time.

Even under those circumstances however, on occasion, some schedules were associated
with an individual flying whilst in sleep debt. When such sleep debts were examined in
relation to a subjective score for the degree of tiredness felt by the individual, it was
found that on many occasions there was considerable agreement between the two. The most
tiring conditions of all occurred when an individual, in addition to having a sleep debt.
also had to fly during the hours that his circadian rhythm would normally associate with

sleep.

i
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NAVIGATION OF HELICOPTERS IN SLOW AND VERY LOW FLIGHT

A COMPARISON OF SOLO AND DUAL PILOT PERFORMANCE
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SUMMARY

This study, using 0112 light helicopters and experienced pilots, was aimed toward
answering two questions: Can the Army helicopter pilot "aevigate and simultaneously fly
very low when, without the opportunity for briefing, he must fly between successive
points in unfamiliar, relatively featureless terrain? Is there a difference in naviga-
tion accuracy when the task is shared by two pilots forming a pilot and navigator team?

Six pilots participated in a comparison of solo and dual performance, in which 358
short tracks were flown in the course of thirty-six sorties. Each track could be
described as a short flight in itself, since each was terminated by a landing. In the
dual sorties, the task was shared by two pilots - one responsible for flying the heli-
copter, the other concerned solely with navigation.

No difference was found between dual and solo performance in terms of the numbers of

endpoints reached (entering a circle of one-eighth mile radius at the endpoints).
Advantages of a secondary nature, however, were shown for the dual teams, e.g., smaller
"errors in landings beyond the criterion circle, fewer intial heading errors and enroute

-,"sit downs".

At the conclusion of the main trial a small test was conducted in which dual teams

were permitted to fly routes of their choice as opposed to straight tracks. Although no

statistical validity caL be attrched to the meagre post-trial data, it appears that
improved performance is possible, but the duration of sorties may be greatly increased.

j
RESUME

Le but de cette htude, menge sur hdlicoptbres lgers CH112 avec 1' assistance de

pliotes expdrimentds, 4tait de rdpondre A deux questions: un pilote d'hdlicoptbre de
a i'Arm4e de Terre peut-il s'acquitter des fcnctions de navigateur tout en volant A de tr~s

faibles altitudes lorsque, sans avoir pu recevoir d' instructions, il dolt relier deux

points successifs au-dessus dune zone qui lui est inconnue et qui ne comporte pas de
; rep~res marquants? Ces fonctions de nsvigateur sont-elles remplies avec une prcision
supdrieure lorsqu' elles bont partag~es par deux pilotes formant une 6quipe navigateur-
pilote?

Six pilotes ont participd A une dtude comparative des performances en vol solo et vol
Sdeux, dtude consistant en 36 sorties au cours desquelles furent parcourus 358 courts
itindraires. Cet itin4raires peivent @tre consid4r~s comme autant de vols proprement
dits. car. s ils furent de courte durde, tous se terminbrent ndanmolns par un atterris-
sage. Dans les sorties en 4quipe. les deux pilotes se partag&-ent les tfches, l'un dtant
responsable du pilotage de l'h4licopt~re. I'autre de la navigation seulement.

On ne constata pas de difference entre les performances en vol solo et vol A de-ax. du

point de vue des destinations atteintes (il s'agissait de pdndtrer A I'intdrieur dcun

cercle d'un rayon d' 1/8Ome de mille, rayon dont les destinations finales constituaient

les extr~mitds. Par contre. les vols en dquipe de deux prdsentbrent certains avantages

de nature secondaire, tels que 4carts d'atterrissage plus faibles par rapport au cercle

choisi comme crit~re. moins d'erreurs de cap initiales et d'arrets en cours de vol.

Une fois cette s4rie d'expdriences terminde, il fut procddd A un essai de moindre

ampleur au cours duquel on permit & des dquipes de deux de suivre des trajectoires de vol

de leur choix au lieu des itindraires directs. Bien que l'on ne puisse attacher de

valeur statistique aux quelques donnhes obtenues grace & cette expdrience. il semble

qu'une amdlicration des performances soit possible et que la durge des sorties puisse

@tre nettezent prolongde.

C.
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NAVIGATION OF HELICOPTERS IN SLOW AND VERY LOW FLIGHT*
A COMPARISON OF SOLO AND DUAL PILOT PERFORMANCE

Ronald E. P. Lewis

In recent years it has been uur privilege at DRML to wori' in close collab).:ation with

Canadian Army aviators whilst studying the problems confronting the pilot who must fly
slow. very low and, at the same time, navigate with considerable precision.

We have designed field trials which present pilots with operationally realistic

conditions and yield reliable performance data. We choose to work in the field trial

medium because the Army aviator flies in a way uniquely hazardous and no simulator can
reproduce these conditions. The lower the Army aviator flies, the safer, generally
speaking, he is in relation to ground fire and yet the more likely to hit wires or trees.

Is A curious combination of circumstances in which to operate!

This is the third of a series of studies on the performance of Army pilots navigating
at low level. Two questions were asked:

(i) Can a dual pilot team navigate more accurately than a solo pilot?

(ii) What is the affect of eliminating pre-flight briefing?

The latter question arises because, once airborne, a helicopter may be ordered to go

to points other than those determined before the flight. These questions were the
substunce of a field trial undertaken by the Human Engineering Group of DRUL using CH112
Hiller helicopters and experienced helicopter pilots.

The trial deaign called for six pilots to fly 360 short tracks (between three-quarters

and three and a quarter miles in length) in the course of thirty-six flights. Each track
was a short flight in itself since each terminated in a landing.

Terrain fO, this trial was a shallow bill range in the Province of Manitoba. The many

sigmilar hills made for difficult terrain in which to navigate at very low level and there

E also was a dearth of easily recognizable topographic features. None of the pilots had

flown low in the area previously.

The subject pilots flew dual and solo flights but never over repeated tracks. In the
dual flights. one pilot navigated and gave verbal intercom instructions to the pilot

flying the helicopter. In solo flights the pilot performed both tasks simultaneously.

""A more detailed account iE given in 1, Report No.609.

_2i
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Helicopter speed was between 40 and 60 knots. Most tracks were flown at 50 knots.
Instructions to pilots were summarized in this way:

(1) Reach the endpoints.

(2) Stay on track.

(3) Fly as low as possible with safety.

Atypical sortie was flown in the following way. After landing at an area entry point.
the pilot was handed a map section on which was drawn the first track to be flown. The
pilot estimated the course to be flown and flew the track, landing at which he judged to
be the endpoint. The investigator (who accompanied the pilots on all flights) then
substituted a second map sheet for the first. This new sheet showed the track just

attempted and the track to be flown next. This procedure was follwed until ten tracks
had been completed.

The problem of handlis•g a map sheet in a helicopter which requires both hands on the
controls was solved by installing a simple map holder. The holder could be rotated
through 3600 and the track drawn on the map oriented with aircraft heading.

Navigation performance was recorded in a simple but accurate way. A chase helicopter
accompanied the low flying test helicopter and carried an experienced navigator/pilot
whose sole task was to plot the track of the test helicopter. This can be done quite
accurately from 300 feet since contours and adjacent features combine to give good cross-

bearing information.

U1ei- the results of this trial were computed, we were surprised to find negligible
differences between dual and solo performance in terms of the number of endpoints reached.

The criterion in this trial was entry into a one-eighth mile radius circle drawn about
the endpoints. Overall performance had dropped from the levels achieved in the earlier
fixed-wing trials to 60%. Ability to reach the endpoint is. of course, the only true
test of navigation performance.

As stated earlier, the pilot landed at what he considered to be the endpoint.
Occasionally he was rudely awakened to the fact that he was far from where he thought he
was. One very experienced pilot felt confident enough to spontaneously describe the way
in which features on the ground married with those on the map. This went on through
seven consecutive tracks until a highway appeared which was not on the map!

Examination of the data revealed secondary ways in which dual and solo performance
differed, showing to advantage the effect of a dual team.

(a) Distribution of the endpoint landings outside of the quarter-mile endpoint circles
showed a much looser grouping for the solo attempts. This occured perhaps becausc
the solo pilot did not find time to carefully check the features about the
endpoints in relation to his 1/50.000 sheet.

(b) Sit-downs. as opportunities to pause and think, were resorted to on more occasions

by the solo pilots than the dual teams; somewhat dangerous pauses, in an opera-

tional situation. Clearly. a sitting helicopter is more vulnerable to concealed
fire power than a helicopter in flight.

C
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(c) Heading error at the begiining of a leg is another score which showed the dual

team advantage. Although both groups made initial heading errors, significantly

fewer errors were made by the dual group. These errors wcre scored only if they

persisted for more than half a mile. Initial heading is, of course, a function

of the helicopter position at the start of a leg. If the previous track was flown

correctly and followed by a correct estimate of the course to steer to make good
the next leg, then the pilot would see features coming up which would marry with

those on the map. If. on the other hand, he finished the previous track incor-

rectly, but thought he uas in the right spot, his assessment of the new course to
steer would be inappropriate, and would probably be changed because the feature

coming up would not marry with the map. His dilemma was the, "which side of track

am I?" It may not have been resolved until a clearly identifiable feature
appeared. It is therefore not surprising that the advantage to be gained irom

the correct point was zlearly demonstrated for both groups.

Curiously, the length of the tr.ack had no effect on performance. This was probably

becauce of the relatively short track lengths and the lack of features en route.

High tension and te]ephone wires were again a constant rj.reat and trees also were a

problem to the extent that we nlipped one tree and were very nearly in collision with
wires on six occasions.

We conclude that straight-line navigation ia these conc'ltions asks too much of both
I- dual and solo pilots. A 60%. success ".evel for experienced pilots implies a lower score

S for less experienced pilots. There is now a strong case for providing an hutomatic

S navigation aid in the helicopter if straight line navigation between points is desirable.

But if the Job must be done by the aircrew, the pilot/navigator team is superior when

several factors are considered. However. in terms of endpoint score, one pilot can

navigate and fly as effectively as the dual team and reach the endpoints under these very

F difficult conditions.

As the trial proceeded, iaformal conversation with the pilots revealed their consider-

able enthusiasm for navigating from A to B along tracks of their choice rather than by

t the direct method used throughout the trial. Accordingly. as a post-trial exercise, the

dual teams were each asked to fly two similar sorties in which, before each leg was

flown, the dual team mutually agreed upon and drew the track that they would follow.

In all other respects the four flights were flown under the start conditions of the main

trial. It must be emphasized that data obtained from the small post-trial exercise

should not be considered reliable in statistical terms.

By flying their own routes they were 72% successful in reaching the quarter-mile

endpoint circles. When they failed to reach the quarter-mile circle it was a miss by a

comparatively short distance. But against this indication of success must be offset the

considerable distance which the crews did in fact fly as opposed to their intended

routes and the straight line route. Also, there may Y.ell be tactical hazards associated

Swith the practice of deliberately flying to main features and along them in the case of
I wires, railroads, tree-lines and roads, etc.

Finally, it is interesting to see the tracks for all flights superimposed. Accurate
en route navigation would have resulted in a thin line - an overlsav of intended and

actual tracks. An automatic navigation system should result in much improved en route

I
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navigation but within the "state-of-the-art" will likely be no more accurate than plus
or minus 1% of distance flown from the last accurate updating. We will be left with an
ugly question. What must the aviator do when his I-lack box display says '"ou are there"
and he isn't!

.j
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SUMMARY
36Satipal disorientation Is a primary compromiser of pilot performance.

The problem confronting the flight surgeon in his attempts to eliminate

spatial disorientation accidents has been threefold. First, he wouldIlike to be able to demonstrate effectively to pilots that spatial
disorientation can happen to anyone. Second, he would like to be able

to discern, through testing, which pilots might be prone to lose air-
craft control under disorienting conditions. Third, he would like to
be able to offer pilots a means by which they can become resistant to
the effects of disorienting influences.

The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine is currently developing
ordnance for the flight surgeon's attack on the problem of spatial
disorientation. The Spatial Disorientation Demonstrator was developed
to show pilots that, under IFR conditions, they can be disoriented at
will by certain angular and linear accelerations. The principle of the
Spatial Disorientation Demonstrator was then incorporated in the design

of a new device, the Spatial Disorientation Trainer. This device is
intended to serve not only the demonstration function, but also the

I functions of testing and training: it is designed tc differentiate
I between disorientation-accident-prone pilots and disorientation-accident-

resistant ones as well as to give pilots a chance to develop, through
artificial practice. resistance to the effects of disorienting Lafluences.
The Spatial Orientation Trainer will aiso be used as a research tool
for studying, under relatively realistic conditions, some of the factors
that contribute to disorientation accidents.

The physiological principles that underlie the success of the Spatial
Disorientation Demonstrator are explained. The Spatial Orientation
Trainer is analysed in terms of its mechanisms of action, its capa-

bilities, and its potential application to Air Force needs.

-
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RESVIE

La dilsorientation sjiatiale est 1' un des principaux fscteurs Qul
compromettent la capacitcl fonctiannelle du pilate. Dans sa lutte contre i

les accidents d~s A la disorientation spatiale, le "flight surgeon" doit

faire face h trois sortes de problkmes. Taut d' abord, dclmontrer claire-
meat aux pilates que nul d' entre eux W'est i Vabri de la dclnarientation
spatiale. Ebsuite, dcltecter, A 1'aide de tests. les sujets enclins A
perdre le cantr~le de leur avion saus P'emprise de la disorientation.
Troisikmement. donner aiix pilotes le maoyea de rdsister aux effets des
facteurs de dilsorientation.

L' Ecole de Midecine Adraspatiale de I' Armde de 1'Air des Etats-Unis
met actuellemient au paint les moyens propren & permettre aux "flight
surgeons" de s' attaquer A ce problbme. Le dispanitif de Ddmanstratian
de Disorientation Spatiale a Ltcl mis au point pour ddmontrer aux pilates

I ~que. clans les conditions de vol aux instruments, an peut les dclsarienter

a volontcl A P aide de certaines accdlA-rationn ang'jlaires et. linclairen.
on a ensuite intdgri le principe du D~cmostrateur de Dilsorientation
Spatiale A un nouveau dispositif appelcl Siuiulateur d'Ekitrainement A
1' Orientation Spatiale, destincl i remplir plusieurs fonctions. nan
seulement celle de ddmonstration. main aussi celle d' expdrimentation et
d entratnement. Ce dispositif a cltc canqu dans le but de diffclrencier,
parmi len pilaten. len sujets rclsistants miii accidents de la dds-
orientation. des sujetn vulnirables, et. en outre, de permettre A ces
derniers d' apprendre A surmonter. grAce A den procddcln artificiehz, len

I ~effets dle la disnorientation. L~e Simpulateur d' Entrainement A
I~1' Orientation Spatiale servirs- cgelement dr inistrument de redherdbe pour

hludier, clans 'es conditions relativement rclalistes. certains des

facteurs cui entrent en Jeu clans len accidents dos & la disnorientation.

V' auteur expose len princi.pes physiologiques nur lesquels repose It!
succis du Dclaonstrateuy de Disorientation Spatiale. II analyse enfin
le Siwilateur &' Fktraineuient A 1' Orientation Spatiale noun I' angle de

son uclcaziinme d' action. de sen posnibilitcln. et de sen applications
I &ientuelles miii besoins de l Arz&e de P Air.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPATIAL ORIENTATION TRAINER

Kent K.Gillingham, Captain. USAF. MC

Spatial disorientation has been a deadly compromiser of pilot performance ever since
blind flying was first attempted. Slowly over the past several decades basic knowledge
of the pathogenesis nf spatiel disorientation has been accumulated, and we are ready to
apply some of that knowledge to the task of decreasing spatial disorientation accidents
through the use of a special training vehicle.

The United States Air Force officially recognized the necessity for such a vehicle by
establishing a threefold requirement outlining the desired functions of a proposed
spatial disorientation training device. The device to be developed and procured would

(i) demonstrate to pilots that sensory illusions of orientation can and will occurI in all pilots.

(ii) evaluate pilots for susceptibility to performance decrements caused by
disorientation.

(iii) train pilots to become more proficient at coping with disorientation.

The first device to be fabricated in response to this requirement was the Spatial
Disorientation Demonstrator' (Pig. 1). The SW is. in effect. a very inexpensive short-
arm centrifuge, the cabin of which travels along a circular (10 ft diameter) track at
angular velocities up to 25 r.p.m. The cabin can be rotated continuously about its
vertical axis and positioned to face any direction reiative to the hub of the apparatus.
The vertical axis of the cabin itself can be titled ±150 about a tangential axis, so as

to allow the cabin to pitch or roll, depending upon the direction in which the cabin is
facing (Fig.2). The inside of the cabin resembles an F-100 cockpit and contains a
functioning attitude indicator. The pilot, riding in the cabin of the SDD, can be
subjected not only to constant anular velocities up to 25 r.p.m. in the main yaw plane
with concomitant linear (centripetil) accelerations up to Ig, but also to various other
angular velocities and angular accelerations in the pitch, roll, and planetary yaw
planes. By proper manipulation of the controls, the operator can cause the pilot to
experience a number of vestibular illusions that occur in flight and lead to spatial
disorientation. Two vestibular illusions which are extremely important from the stand-
point of flight safety are the Coriolis2 and oculogravic 3 illusions; the mechanisms of
development of these illusions and their roles in the causation of spatial disorientation

Saccidents are among the best understood at the present time. just as the results of these
particular illusions are among the most fatal.

Ite Coriolis illusion (Fig.3) results during protracted angular velocities when the
head is rotated in a rlane that cuts across the plane of the continuing angular velocity.
The illusion ,rffered following the coupling of such angular motions is one of undergoing

I
p=
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rotation in a plane in which no actual rotation has occurred. If one yaws at a reasonably
constant velocity for about ten seconds, for example, and then pitches his head forward

while the yaw is persisting, he will experience a sensation of roll; similarly, if he is
pitching and then rolls, he will experience the false sensation of yaw. The C'riolis
illusion has been blamed, and reasonably so. for a number of aircraft accidents that have
occurred during penetration turns, when radio frequency changes and other cockput duties
require extreme head movements. When the SWD is operatel at a high angular velocity

around the track, and pith1ng or rolling motions of the cabin are superimposed, a pilot
riding thc device expe:iences very distinct Coriolis illusions. Under tLose conditions,

illusions of roll and pitch, respectively, are generated; and the inaccuracy of the

pilot's perceptions are demonstrated to him by the attitude indicator.

The oculogravic illusion occurs when the inertial force of a large linear acceleration

combines with the force of gravity to form a resultant force which is falsely construed

by the pilot to be acting in the same direction as the force of gravity (Fig.4).* This
illusion is common during night and weather take-offs in high performance aircraft, and
the all too-frequent results of the illusion are full-power crashes several miles from

the end of the runway. The SDD. by means of centrifugal force, can produce the aculo-
gravic illusion when it is revolving with the nose of the cabin facing the hub of the
apparatus. The pilot riding the device appreciates his illusion of nose-high attitude

when he compares his sensation with the display of his true attitude on the gyro horizon.

Several other classic illusions of flight can be generated in the SOD. but the

Coriolis and oculogravic illusions are very spectacular yet reproducible illusions and

are thus best suited for demonstration in the S3D.

Although the SMID proved that some important illusions of flight can be reproduced and

effectively demonstrated by a relatively inexpensive and safe ground-based apparatus, it
was nevertheless not designed to satisfy the evaluation and training functions desired
of the ultimate vehicle requested by the Air Force. Utilizing the successful concepts
involved in the SM. and incorporating several additional capabilities, the Spatial

Orientation Trainer (SOT) was designed to satisfy the aforementioned requirement (Fig. 5).
The most important new feature of the SDT is that the pilot can control its attitude
with a control stick. By moving the stick laterally he can roll the vehicle through
1800. and by fore-and-aft-stick movement he can accomplish up to 600 of pitching motion.

The pilot can pitch and roll the machine at rates which approach the pitch and roll rates
of modern aircraft, and can accomplish both motions simultaneously. The greater angular
velocities and displacements fir which the SIT is designed give it the capability t.o
generate sensory illusions of much greater magnitude. Ucre importantly, however, it is
anticipated that with the incorporation of the functional control stick in the SOT, a

S!c more versatile vehicle than the SDD will be realized, for the following reasons.

If the pilot has control over the attitude of the vehicle, he can be asked to

perform a particular maneuver by reference to the attitude gyro. His performance of the
requested task can then be monitored and compared with the performance of other pilots

or with his own previous performnnce. If a pilot is instructed, for example, to fly

*The oculogravic illusion, in its original sense, referred oulv to the displacement of objects in
the visual field concomitant with the Epplication to the body of the resultant force described
above. Because of the lack of an existing term covering the total sensation associated with
such a resultwnt force. we are expanding the. meaning of oculogravic illusion to include not only

. the visual aspects but also the lllusory sensations of attitude and motion generated by the
- combination of inertial forces with the force of gravity.

C
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straight and level after having been subjected to a Coriolis illusion. and he is •.•hle
to accomplish straight and level flight in the vehicle by a certain elapsed time, we
might then be able to conclude that his flying performance, is more vulnerable to spatiskl
disorientation than that cf another pilot who obtains straight and level flight in less
elapsed time. Thus. we believe, an evaluation can be made of a pilot's ability to A
perform under the stress cf conditions conducive to spatial disorientation.

If some pilots, as a result of having been tested on the 33T. appear to be relatively
susceptible to performance decrement during disorienting situations, Then the SOT will,
we anticipate, be useful in training those pilots to resist the influences of disorienta&
tion. If susceptible pilots practice controlling the attitude of the vehicle while they
are disoriented, then after several hours of such practice they should become less
susceptible. We assume that the pilot who has resisted t-he effects of disorientation in
the SOT will be able, should the need arise, to perform mo-e adequately in the air than
he would, had he not had such practice. The reasoning behind this assumption is that-I safe recovery from disorientation in flight involves the pilotr s being able to make
aircraft control movements solely in response to the visual information provided by the
attitude gyro and other instruments, to the exclusion of vestibular and proprioceptive -

stimuli that are erroneous; such ability takes practice. 1hus we anticipate that the
JL

SOT will function as a trainer as well as gm evaluat or and demonstrator, as required by
the Air Force.

At present we can only suggest the ways in which the SOT will be put to Its optim
use. We believe that undergraduate pilots should receive several hours of training in
the SOT: first, to show them that spatial disorientation can occur, and second, to give
them practice In overriding illusory orientation cues and successfully controlling
aircraft attitude by reference to flight instruments. We believe also that the S3T can

F be used by the flight surgeon to obtain a meaningful measurement of a pilot's suscepti-
bility to disorientation. We furthermore believe that the S3T will be helpful in
providing needful pilots a means by *hLch ihey can maintain some degree of practice and
proficiency in that type of instrument discipline which spells the difference between
life and death during critical episodes of spatial disorientation.
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Pig.3 The Coriolis illusion. If the pilot moves his head while in a prolonged turn.
he may experience false sensations of violent changes of attitude.

Fig.4 The oculogravic illusion. As this high-performance aircraft takes off. the
pilot may falsely perceive that the aircraft is in a steep climb.

°t
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SUMMARY

This papc- presents an idea of L:7 pilot performance could be T.easured and bow a
standardized flying program can be used to demonstrate the effects of extra work load
and other "non-optimal" conditions upon performance.

Part (a) consists of the development of a standardized flying program. The pilot is
supposed to intercept an enemy making an attack by means of radar under standard
conditions. Eight pilots went through the program and a fairly good distribution of
scores was obtained. (A correlation coefficient of 0.60 was found between the scores
and level of pilot experience).

Part (b) deals with practice on the program. The effect of learning is a crucial
point ihen scores of performance are to be compared under difforent conditions, and the
pilots practised until they seemed to reach an individual optimal level.

Part (c) is concerned with the problem of how extra work load influences performance.
To %tat extent Is the optimal level of a pilot's performance reduced by adding some extra
work load? As expected, there are individual differences, and the performance drop
depends on what kind of extra load is introduced.

Part (d) is an experiment with one pilot flying the program under the influence of: ! alcohol.

RESUME

V auteur de cette communication expose comment mesurer les performances du piote et
comment utiliser un programe de vol standardisg pour mettre en lumire les incidences
d une charge de travail suppl4mentaire et d' autres conditions "non-optimales" sur1' aptitude du sujet & W' acquitter de sa t~che.

(a) Vise an point d'un programme de vol standardisd. Le pilote est cense intercepter
1' aide d'un radar, et dans des conditions normales, un cnnemi se livrant it une attaque.SOn a sounis 8 pilotes i ce programme et obtenu ure assez bonne r4partition des points

(coefficient de corrdlation de 0,60 entre les p.-.its obtenus et le niveau d' expdrience
des Dilotes).

(b) Pratique du pr•grame. L' entrafnement revpt une importance extreme lorsque 1'on
compare les points obtenus dans 1' accomplissement des tiches assignodes, dans diverses
conditions, et les pilotes se sont entratnds jusqu" & ce qu' ils aient atteint un niveau
individuel optimal.

(c) Influence do une charge de travail suppldmentaire sur I' accosplissezent des tfches.
Dans quelle nesure le nivean optimal de performance do un pilote est-il r4duit par
1' addition de t~ches suppldmentaires) Ies rdsultats varient dvidement. suivant le6
individus. et la baisse de rendement dkpend de la nature de la ttche supplmentaire.

(d) Expdrience consistant i faire voller un pilote sous 1' effet de i alcool dans les
conditions Privues par le programe.

Ipr por e

C ______________
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WE MEASUREMENT OF PERFORMANCE IN P-86K SIMULATOR

Dr Erik RiisI INTRODUCTION

Measurin~g the performance of pilots is important for several reasons. In the first
t place to get to know how the pilot candidates make progress during the training program.-

In other words, the se&usurement of performance might improve the selection procedure, T
which today is based upon subjective judgement by the flight instructors.

Secondly, a mere objective measurement would result in better criteria for pilot
Iperformance, leading to more reliable validation studies. both for medical and psycho-

logical measures. This would imply an improvement of pre-flight pilot selection.

Thirdly, a testing of pilot perfoirmace might be a security aid. We should lize to
know bow flying skill is mcintained when exposed to different kinds of stress-producing

I nonditions or after periods of cbsence from flying. A squadlr-ul cozitander once said he
dwas always worried, as a pilot, during a 'scramble" at night as he needed quite a bit of

time before being fully awake. How did he really function in this almost sleeping
condition? Testing performance might help a leader to learn what kind of strain pilot
A and B can stand and what seems to reduce their ski-1l in particular.

These goals will. ef cuenot easily be realized. In actual flying stress-producing
factors can hardly be introduced. but to what extent can simulators support our endeavour?
Even if most pilots prefer actual flying, and in spite of the fact that simulators cannot
produce G-forces and anxiety. many aspects of flying proficiency may be tested in a-I simulator. If a pilot cannot manage a problem-loading flyiag program in a simulator.

r ~he would probably not be able to succeed in the air on a similar misslor..

Thbis paper deals with a pilot study on the measurement of performance tmder various
conditions in a simulator. No definite conclusions can be drain, so the main purpose of
the presentation is to give an outline of the experimental design.

PART (a): DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARDIZED
FLYING PROGRAM

lb planning the flying program we bad these main goals In mind:

(i) The performance should be measurable in a plain and simple manner.

(141) The task should be difficult enough to differentiate between pilots.

UT
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(iii) The task should be realistic in a way that pilots would find it interesting
and become motivated for the job.

(iv) The scores should be correlated with some objective criterion of flying
experience.

- The experimental aet-un in the whole task simulator was as follows.

The pilot went through a routine cockpit pre-flight check and, upon establishing radio
contact with the experimenter, he was told to cl-mb to a pre-selected altitude. The

S�"warm up" period for the pilot before the actual test began was thereby kept nearly
constant. Upon reaching the standard altitude the pilot was asked to establish the
aircraft on a selected heading, maintaining a constant speed. As soon as this was
accomlished the experimenter would "freeze" the simulator causing the instrument readings
obtained to remain constant.

The experimenter could now place the target aircraft in .:ie pre-calculated position on
the control board. The target aircraft would then appear on the pilot's radarscope, in
a 12 o' clock position. The speed, altitude and heading of the target would remain
constant throughout the test. New the experimenter would freeze the entire plotting
board until the pilot had obtained a radar lock-on and reported ready for the attack.

Upon clearance from the experimenter the attack was launched and the pilot's task from

this point was to manouvre his aircraft in such a manner that the radar steering informa-
tion was kept in the scope centre all the time. thereby indicating that the pilot was
following a lead pursuit curve. Having flown a perfect pass the pilot should end up at
a certain distance from the target after a pre-calculated amount of time. The attack was
to be terminated by a firing burst.

IThe experimenter froze the plotting board when time was up and toted the position of the
target and the attacker. Any inaccuracy in the pilot' s pursuit manoeuvring would appear
as a deviation from the pre-calculated ideal position. This deviation in azimuth and
distance could be read directly from the plotting board in units of nautical miles, In
the initi%! phase we considered the score recorded on a hit recorder as an additional
check on the pilot's proficiency, but this was abandoned at an early stage.

The program eqnsists of four runs - t-o right and two left pursuit curves - alternating
* between 4 and 8 miles launching distance. A single ni from the 8 miles position takes

2 minutes and 38 seconds.

(The validity of the pursuit curve may of course be discussed fro. - tactical point of
view but. having accepted this theoretical model as one way of doing it, a perfect

* sequence of responses to the steering information vill bring the pilot to the 'Ideal-
* Point". which is a very good starting-point for a final attack).

Apparatus Difficulties

The F-86K shole task simulator is a very complicated technical device. The layout is
identical to the aircraft's and various r~alfunctions of the type encountered in actual
flight operations did occur. Several mall instrument errors were discovered during the

* standardization program and it was a rather painstaking task to find methods to eliminate
or compensate these errors. However. as the program developed methods were found
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enabling the experimenter to obtain reliable measures of actual flying precision. Our
conclusion is accordingly that the following results are not influenced by errors in the
measuring device itselt, but are actual measures of the pilot's ability to fly the curve
of pursuit under different experimental conditions.

Results

Elcht pilots - well experienced with the F-86K aircraft - were tested on the standard
provram twice.

Table I indicates a moderate variation among the pilots. The maximum difference is
0.50 nautical mile on the test and 0.56 on the retest. The practical implication of this
difference will be understood mhen it is realised that the maximum effective firing range
is less than a quarter of a nautical mile in aerial gunnery.

We also find test reliability, as there is a correlation of 0.85 between test and
retest scores, and there is no significant difference between the standard deviations.

In addition. the following conclusion can be drawn after this preliminary testing:
The flying performance is measurable in a plain manner on the plotting board, the

scores being read in nautical miles from the ideal point.

- The pilots accepted the program. They found it realistic and interesting.

A positive correlation (0.63) was found between test scores and total flying hours.

On the whole is seemed worth while to continue the project, though a lot of maintenance
trouble and waiting time caused some difficulty with the adminiitration.

PART (b): PRACTISING UP TO MAXIMUM LEVEL
OF PERFORMANCE

As already mentioned the main goal of this project has been to find out how extra work
load (lack of sleep, hangover and other non-optimal conditions) influence the individual
pilot's flying performance. Before such conditions could be introduced, however, the
pilots had to go through the standard program several times until they reached their
individual limit. Having determined the maximum level of performance for the individual
pilot, the effect of learning should be nezligible, and any reduction of performance thus
attributable to the special conditions imposed on the pilot in addition to the standard
program.

Six of the original eight pilots participated in this practising phase of the project.

Results

Table II shows that only minor improvement takes place with practice and a variance
analysis shows no significant variation between the different practising series.

In some cases the last result (score) is not as good as some of the previous ones.
Having in mind the fact that the results can hardly be read with more accuracy than 0.05
nautical mile on the plotting board, we may say that the actual alteration in scores is
negligible.

S<a
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We may conclude that further practising seems to be unneccessary for this group of
subjects.

(Table II gives some additional inform'.tion. It is noticeable that the original
moderate variation among the pilots has been reduced. This is very much caused by the
fact that we are missing pilot No.7. Though the number of subjects this time is smaller
we have to be aware that the effect of learning seems to reduce the inter-individual
differences.

The program may. however, still be of use for our main purpose. i.e. to test the effect
of different non-optimal conditions).

PART (c): REACTION TO NON-OPTIMAL CONDITIONS

In this phase of the project different types of extra work load were added to the
standard program. Only two of these will be reported here.

(a) one attack was combined with the following radio transmission after having flown
a control run:

"Echo 01. This is Gardersoen test. Your position is now over Bergen. State
fuel."

"hat is your approximate endurance at your present level?"

"Your fuel state is sufficient for another interception. After your final attack
is completed proceed as follows: Turn immediately to 2950. and climb gate to
fl 275. Scan for a target coming in from your starboard side. Increase speed as
much as possible as this target' s expected speed exceeds Madi 0.95. Check all
switches on. as the target is identified as hostile.

Echo 01 read back essential information".

Results

There is a tendeicy to improve when extra work load is given in addition to the
standard program. How could this happen? The most probable explanatioa is that the
control performance without extra load has not been a maximum score. It is also possible
that the ezperimental run got some 'transfer" from the control run which took place
immediately beforehand.

From a flying safety point of view. however, it is more important to investigate why
the other two pilots show a drop in performance. The large deviation for pilot No.4 is
caused by misunderstanding of the instruction. Instead of waiting until the attack was
completed he turned immediately to heading 2950. His score might have been rejected.
7Though the scores of the control run are rather bad for pilots 1. 2 and 3. the results

* obtained in the experimental situation seen to be quite normal.

It is. in my opinion, safe to conclude that their performance has not been reduced
by this kind of extra load.
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Pilot No. 4 has drawn some suspicion on himself by °'isnnderstanding- the instruction.

but this detail reminds us to be very cautious with our Instructions.

(b) Another attack was launched together with eight arithmetical problems, for
instance: 7 x 12 and 18 x 21.

- Results

Taken as a group, and using the means, there iT no significant difference to be found
between the control run and the experimental situation. Looking at the individuals.
however, we got another picture. Pilot No.4 is the only one who seems to be unaffected

by the arithmetical problems, whil pilot No.2 seems to have been hezvily disturbed.

In evaluating the scores it should be taken into account how 's pilots succeed with
the mental problems. Answers were given to all items, but some answers were wrong.
It is of importance to record that pilot No. 2 made more errors than the others, a fact
which places him specially into the focus of our attmntion.

The problems given in this second run are not a part of usual flying perforuance. It

was expected beforehand that this phase of the program would cause the most severe diffi-
culties. New and unexpected problems with some difficulty were supposed to produce more

9 stress in the pilot and could in our opinion be compared with an emergency situation,
which is almost impossible to simulate realistically.

PART (d): PERFORNANCE UNDER TUE INFLUENCE
OF ALCOHOL

In this part of the project pilots were supposed to fly the standard progra under the
influence of alcohol and later repeat it in the hangover phase. Due to administrative
and ethical problems the experiment was done with only one pilot under the following
conditions.

After having flown the program under normal conditions the pilot drank nearly half 1:
S* bottle of gin in the course of half an hour from 9.30 p.m. At 10.30 he went throagh the

S program again, and immediately afterwards he was observed by-the physician. who stated
that the pilot was in high spirits and talked excessively, but with normal articulation.
He did not seem to be definitely intoxicated shen the doctor examined his memory, his
concentrating capacity and motor coordination. At 11.00 hour, the concentration of
alcohol in the blood was found to be 1.07 per mille.

At 11.15 the pilot drank the rest of tne half b3ttle of gin and the doctor brought
him a pint of strong beer. At 11.45 he flew the program again s-d at midnight the
physician examined him a second time. The pilot now gave an immediate impression of being
intoxicated and his speech was slurred. His balance &as not too good. but his mental
capacity seemed fairly intact.

The next morning at 9.30 the pilot was &vakened and he went through the program again.
He now suffered from headache and felt diz2y and in bad shape. Alcohol concentration was
found to be 9.50 per mille at 9.45 a.n.

1lr 3 l l l II ii II Il l I m i m ~ ~,n u m
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The table shows that the pilot performed surprisingly well during intoxication. The

next morning, however, there is a more marked drop in his score. These findings indicate
that the hangover period may bp as dangerous as a moderate intoxication state, though

these single results are cbservation only. The rather bad result in the morning was
obtained after 9 hours of abstinence and with an alcohol _c=-cntration so small that one
probably would have been acquitted of a possible charge.

CONCLUSIONS

There is no basis for drawing far-reaching conclusioxs on these 'pilot-pilot-studies'.

which have been "arried out on a very small sample.

SWe have learned that even a rather simple flying program in a simulator gave a !ot of

technical difficulties. This could, ho!.ever, be overcome by help of skilful tecli'cians
and patience.

The selected standard program seems to have been a little too easy for well experi-
enced pilots, though P fairly good variation among individuals was found in the initial
phase. The program proved to be quite reliable as a test and the performance could be

measured in a simple manner as a deviation from an ideal point expressed in nautical
miles. The pilots found the program realistic and interesting, and a positive correla-

tion was found between test scores and total flying hours.

When extra work load was introduced the pilots responded differently as expected.

Extra load of a routine character did not reduce performance as did new and unexpected
probleas in some subjects.

Cone pilot exposed to alcohol had cuite a good score with an alcohol concentration of
1.07 per mile. but he was less successful in the hangover phase about eight hours later.

In spite of obvious technical and administrative difficulties At might prove worth

while to develop an experimental design on simulators with a somewbat adjusted flying

program.
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TABLE I

Deviation From The Ideal Point For Test And Retest (Nautical WlRes).

Pilot N~o. Test Retest Difference

1 0.40 0.28 -0.12
2 0.64 0.48 -0.16

3 0.41 0.26 -0.15S4 0. 43 0.57 +0.14

S5 0. 36 0. 27 -0.09 •

6 0. 35 0.37 +0.02

7 0. 85 0. 82 -0.03

8 0. 44 0. 28 -0. 1651

t .0.49 o42
S 0.16 0. 19

TABLE II

I Deviation Prom The Ideal Point For Different
I Practisina Series (Nautical Miles).

SPilot No. 1st series 2nd series 3rd series 4th series I 5Th series

0.4C 0.28 0.31 0.27 0.30 is

2 0.64 0.49 0.44 0.40.43

3 0.41 0.26 0.44 0.32 0.41

4 0.43 0.57 0.29

1 5 0.36 0.27 0.36

6 0.35 0.37 0.42

r[5 p9 .
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TABLE III

Performnce With And Without Extra Work Load. Radio Tranmission.

Deviatic-, without Deviation with
Pilot No. extra load extra load Difference

(n. miles) j (n. iles) (n. miles)

1 0.66 0.13 -0.53

2 0.58 G.34 -0.24

3 0.5v 0.47 -0.09

4 (0.10) (1.27) (+1.17)

N o0.60 I 0.31

TABLE IV

Performace With And Without Extra Work Load-Arithbw-tical Problems.

fDeviation without Deviaticn with
I Pilot No. extra load extra load Difference

(n. miles) (n. miles) (r. miles)

1 0.09 0.40 +0.31

2 0.63 1.51 +0.88

3 0.44 0.58 +0.14

4 0.19 0.19 0.00

M 0__._34 C. 617

TABLE V

Performance With MAd Without Alcohol.
(Deviatiun In Nautical Miles)

Without alcohol With alcohol (10.30) With alcohol (1,.4-10 Moing

0.32 0.45 0.27 0.56I I
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SUMMARY

ftiner nd ds tonr : re conithosl awae of th nedt secify h fr of the
pilt'a npt o n irore eaon sstm.ifgood dsgguelnsaetbeobtained

fcr eserchanddeveoport urpses.Unfrtuatey. te fct hatthEbiological
sciecesfreuenly aveto ealwit moe cmplx mteral hando he hyscalsciences

men ta umnfctr oresare ofe o rprdt rps .actaclosely
quanifid dscrptin o hnan ontol unciov inparicuar.Indvidalsareknown

todffrbewentemeve npiloting skl n otoln titgadaygiven
inivdalca ar wdlyovrtime. in poryudrto aswihaeapparently the

r-s~t f iteretin o anembarrasingly lrefal ffcos

Duigrsac nsmltdflight oeth a,2yar.heab.hsbenat
pain to develop mauenttechniques which do not cbscure inter-pilot differences in
maual control syebuwhc.at the same time. reduce the data to manageable

s beconsidered, to a firpt. approzim.zion, as ra fumctiot of four primary inter-related
proportns. Thsear:1 theaiity roereacit ispopsd teta te pilot dctsonthyo traegies;

(2) the amount of information felt tu be required torahdcso; 3 h ecie
urgncyof eciion an (4 th srse-ataavailable in the situattion for sampling and

RESUME

A tons les stades lea ing~nieurs sont conscients de la n~cessiti ds: spdcifier !a
forne qao rev~tent les ordres donngs par le pilote i un syst~ue dramses ahroportd. si
loon Yeat obtewir des principes directeurs valables darts le domaine de I& recherche et
des rdalisations. Nalbeureusement. dii fait quo lea sciences biologiques doivent fr~quem-
ment couvrir drs donaines plus complexes que lea sciences phytsiques. lea chercheurs

traitant d-,s :acteurs humains ne sont pas Prets. bien souvent. it proposer on A accepter

en particu .ier. que lea individus diffbrent entre eux dui point de vue de leur comphtence
en matibr-. de pilotage. et de leur f"~o drexercer lfs fonctions de coatrdle, ct que,
dr autre ,sart. un um@e individu pent varier considdratlement darts le temps. suivant de~s
process As encore val compris et dens lesquels un nombre d~concertant de facteurs entre

Au ccurs des recherches poursuivies ces deux derniL~res annges & 1' aide de vols
simu*.ds. l auteur de cet exposE so est appliquE & mettre as point des techniques de aesure
gpi, sans sunniler les diffirences de style de contrdle manuel entre lea pilotes.
redaisent les donndes i on nombre comsode. Sur la bass de ces recherches, 11 propose.
en prewli~re approximation. de considirer la "stratdgie" de contr8le V~ applique un pilote
come ('tant fonction de quktre facteurs; essentiels et intimement lids: (1) l aptitude &
E&ablir et It essayer des hypoth~ses de d~cision alternatives. (2) la se d' inforuations
fipparement re~auise par la prise de dicision; (3) 11urgence de la d~cision. telle QU~elle
eat perc~ue;. (4) les donndes relatives aux sensations dont on dispose dans la situation en
cause en rue do un dchantillonnage et do me Elaboration de d~cision.
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MEASURING THE PILOT*S CONTRIBU!TION IN THE AIRCRAFT CONTROL LOOP

H. F.Huddleston

1. INTRODUCTION

Classical psychophysical erpfrinientation. seeking to generalise about the central
tendencies of human behaviour. has always been encumbered by Inter-subject differences.
So unreeitting has this encumbrance been that whole topics such as intell1gence,
aptitude, and personality testing have developed to concentrate on lit~tle else. The
problem is still with us in aviation. Almost every engineer has at some time wildly hoped
th~.t this pair of pilots. at last, wtould agree that such-and-such a system was easy t.c~
fly.

It would be extremely co. lenient. to say the least, it tti--e manner in which all pilots

transferred information from a specified set of displays to a specified control systemI could be described mathematically. Early over-naive attempts to adopt linear servo
£ theory descriptions wholesale have developed cautiously into limited formulations of
I prescribed application. Some vrdels. notably those mapping second-order compensatory

tracking of a random-appearing 1-dimensional visual display by experienced operators over
short rurns. are becoming so refined as to permit the study of possible non-linearI descriptions (such as ss~mpled-data ones). It goes without saying that the remnant term
outside the basic linear describing furction frequently accounts for > SK~ of the tntsAt
power put out by the operator.

Inter-pilot differences in manual flight control activity thus represents a vitally
important research aret.. The first systematic study was conducted at Cambridge. England.
during the early and middle years of World War 11 (Refs. 1.5.6. 8). Onie experiment of
"a series studied the modulus integral elevator and aileron posizion of 355 pilots flying

" 40-min set of simple manoeures in a fized-bas-a fighter simulator. 59 pilots were
classified as "overactive- on the basis of their large control activity scores. They

were tense. anxious, excited. irritable and equipment-blamting, and felt the correction of
flight path erro.r- to be urgent. Th1eir early steady ripple of fine control movements
deteriorated over ti-me into large. irregular and over-compensating ones. An associatiou

E was drawn between thaeir behaviour and that of patients. diagnosed a-s anxiety states or

q obsessionals. used in subsequent experiments. At the other extreme, 28 pilots were
classified as "inert" since they deimoastratpd small control zzu~vity scores. They were
content to allow large errors to persist for long periods, lost interest and concentra-

Teewsse soito wihtcbhiorInltreprmzts fptesdigoetion over the course of the run, and %ere apathetic. discouraged and sel f-blaning.

as conversion hysterics or exhib~iting withdrawal symptoms. Since thiis valuable research. z:1little systematic investigatilon of Individual pilot control styles appears to have been
conducted until the late 19~50's.
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2. RESEARCI OVER THE LAST 15 YEARS

A number of workers have produced valuable data in the course of research investi.
gating either pilot transfer functions, or autopilot models attempting to include their
theoretical dynamics. The Goodyear Corporation12 . while investigating the effccts of
simulator cockpit motion cues, occasionally gave system control to a networe simulating
pilot dynmmics without actually telling the pilot. "Active" pilots. vhw made frequent
stick motions, took up to 30 sec to realize; "Passive" pilots. who were more cautious
and therefore less linear, noticed that control had been withdr-aw from them after only
a few seconds. ihile both pilot groups achieved nearly th'i saw- levels of r.m.s. pitch
3r roll axis error, substantial changes in neLiork gain Alnd deadspace had to be made to
simulate their different dynamics. Hall3, studying 2 pý1ets handling different light

aircraft longitudinal dynamics, measured average absolute stick deflection (which he
converted to average pilot force linearly). There were small observed differences
between the 2 individuals, while control activity generally increased with controlledS[ •" elmmet gain. Publishing in the same year. McRuer and collaborators• studied the

dynamic response of 6 naval and 2 civilian pilots flying the same type of light airplane.
and also performing simulated flying tasks in that airplane parked in a hangar with a
computer driving the instrumems. The only naval pilot with previous experience (of the
relevant air-to-air radar-controlled gunnery) used aggressive and extrere control
application, resulting in highly zon-linear relay type operation and exhibiting high
gain relative to the other pilots. Variability between runs for a Ziven pilot was of
about the same order of magnitude as the variability of individual pilot means about the
grand pilot average. The flight situation, which gave pilots ihole-body acceleration.
more instrments, and probably real apprebension to attend to. gave rise to dyiamic
responses differing from those measured in t•'e h•.,ar simulation in both longitudinal
and lateral reaction time and gain. More recsntly. Tremblay and co-workers' showed, by
comparing power spectral density analyses of elevator and aileron surface deflections in
flight with those in static and dynamic centrifuge sitalations, that high frequency power
components were successively reduced static to dynamic t4 flight. Lastly in this group.
|Demaree and colleagues " theatised that control movements and opinion should both relate
to the effort demanded by different aircraft dyusaics. Their 3 pilots, flying a sequence
of 6 manoeuvres in a fixed-base fighter/bomber simulation, showed individual differeAces
In correlation (generally intermodiate in magnitude. r = 0.55 to 0.88) "atween elevator
activity and height and pitch angle perforuance, and (generally good. r = 0.73 to 0.97"
between elevator activity and pitch rite. In terms of lateral performance parsaeter...
there were similar inter-pilot differences in correlation (generally low to intermediate
in eragnitude. r = 0.02 to O.57) between aileron activity and heading and bank angle
performance, and (generally good. r = 0.67 ta 0.89) between ailoron activi-ty and roll
rate. Of all parameters meas.ured in mean squared error and absclute error for comparison.
the iowest corrolatioz betveen 13 longitudinal measures (r = C. 9•) was for one pilot's
elevator position score and the iovest between 11 latersz measures (r = 0.81) for another

* piloVs aileron position.

A second major group of recent Investigations which have contributed useful data has
been runcerned primarily with aircraft handling qualities, including the adverse effects
of turoulence. Brown and Johnson' studied 2 test pilots performing a simulated close-
formatica flying task, using various! longitudinal daming/stick force per g saLtings.
One pilot, whio used an aggressive control action referred to as a "des.-mation technique"
uw.a equally good ihether cockpit pitch motion was added to the basic large heave motion

* or not. Rawson anti Brugh" and Sliday and Schohan2 8 both st•saied simulated low-level

-~e £ ~ • wa aam, m
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flight through turbulence. Both concluded that controls for such a flight mode should
require fine movements (as with a joystick) rather than large ones (as with a conventional
centre column) to overcome some of the mechanical disturbance of manual control by
vertical buffeting. Perry" 3 studied stability and control variables in static and
dynamic aircraft simulations. He concluded thnt body motion allows pilots to achieve
stability (after distrrbance by. for example. a lateral gust) more quickly and with more
economic aileron usage, and observed that some pilots chatacteristically utilise many
rapid control movements (occasionally of very high amplitude, tending to divergent over-
controlling) while soae are noticeably more leisurely in style. Ragland and colla-
borators 2 ý exposed 10 airline and 5 in-house pilots to static and dynamic centrifuge
sitrilations of severe airline jet upsets in clear-air turbulence. On first experiencing
negative g (-gZ) ini ..ial stick movement in the wrong di -ction waz the rule rather than
the exception. Ccz.trol activity differed ri:nly between pilots, was unrelated to
specific periods of high turbulence, and was at a higher level in dynaric than in static
simulation. Most recently in this group. Perry and gurnhaMa2 and Kenpe" studied pilot
perfornmance iL simulations of relatively high vertical acceleration environments. The
former demonstrated tbat 2 of his 10 pilots, employing current rough air f'ylng tech-
niques involving limited attitude changes, employed small and gentle elevator inputs to
achieve easy limiting of airspeed, pitch and vertical speed excursions. Elevator
activity traces showed marked differences in the number and size of inputs following the
first large vertical updraugbt. The latter concluded. from his study of 3 pilots
performing a height-clearance task. that cockpit (heave) motion exerts its largest effect
during practice. when it eliminates any tendency to over-control.

A third class of research has conside'-ed serial changes in performance over time. as
a result mainly of learning or fatigue. Fuchs 1" studied 5 subjects performing
1-dimensional compensatory tracking, and arranged for a cosputer matching of each
operator's output (by determining the weie.tings of gains in the error position, error
rate, and error acceleration terms which the operator utilized). As learning progressed.
operators responded iucreasingly to error velocity and acceleration components, reverting
to a reliance on error poc.tlon as skill regressed. Cacioppo' reached supporting
conclusions from his studs of the mvilog model matching of 5 jet pilots. 3 light plane
pilots and I non-pilot. Piluts of licitedi experience used error rate as an important
determiner of control behas'_our. iýile error acceleration was only of importance to
highly experienced jet pilots. In wark aimed at investigating pilot fatigue in long-
range transport flight. Hartman &nJ Sinons," studied 64 sec epochs of integrated control
rate from 4 pilots each flying a simulated 24-hour flight. Performance deteriorated
insignificantly and there was no decrease in ontrol activity over the course of the run,
contrary to expectation. Nylor and co-workers- 2 studied 128 Ss performing 3-dimensional
tracking (but using rate control, which is known to give rise to essential]. different
behaviour from that using acceleration control as in aircraft) and displayed integral
control motion to them as a -fuel consumed" parameter. Initially there was large
variability in activity, which levelled off. fcllowed by a decrease as practice accrued.
Lastly, in this section. Ruocco and colleagues2 examined the improvement with training of
12 experienced pilots executing siimlated carrier epproaches in a cockpit with or without
motion cues. Pilots did not exhibit a significant improvement in mean or r.ms. elevator
or aileroa displacement (compared to the established optimum stick position for the
approach) in either static or dynamic training, although pilots trained in the static
cockpit eventually improved their elevator performance on being tested in the dynamic
sizulation. In general, there was greater variability of control applicstion by pilots
working in the stati.c cockpit. Analog traces of r.m.s. stick position showed noticeable

,u-
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differences between some pairs of pilots during pair-matching runs. rhich persisted
perhaps more readily through static than through dynamic training, being auparently more
marked for aileron than for elevator activity.

Fourthly. work by Elan and Abbott" in co.ection with 5-axis motion sinilator
evaluation of displays for VTOL aircra-7t is relevent. It was reasoned that control
activity is important since it represents. of course, the pilot's only permitted response.
signalling how satisfied he is with his perf 3mance in the system. A score combining
control input and measured error was therefore sought. Integrated error divided by
control rate proved to be a useful score of effic.ency, while error divided by control
acceleration demonstrated less day-to-day variability, and error divided by control jerk
proved ever. more stable. There were almosD.t klways larger between-pilot than within-pilot
variations in control usage, however9.

3. RECENT RESEARCH AT IAM

Of a range of laboratory equipment- and aircraft available. 2 fixed-base simulators
were chosen with which to begin research in tae general area of inter-pilot differences
in manual control. One simulator (SARD) is aerodynamically very simple, so that non-
pilots can be cautiously included in some e.per!ments, and contains 7 basic flight
instrueents plus a CRT director. It is normally set up to represent a stable, medium-
performace single-seat fighter. The other simulator (Kinerva) is aerodynamically very
Scolex. and innorporates an advanced ýIectronic projected windshield display associatedwith future high performace fighter/bomber concepts.

The first experiment's sought to investigate pilot acceptalility of the simplified
aerodynamic characteristics set up for this work in the SARO facility. The simulation
proved worthibile, and has been retained throughout the subsequent related trials. Two
flying doctors and two test pilots each flew-a 55 sin height-changing task, their various
performance pIrameters being recorded on a 14-chanmel FU tape machine. Modulus integral
elevator and aileron position was found to be a useful indicant of operator effort Yhen
sampled every 8 sec. and clearly showed differ:es between the - individuals which
could not be related simply to flying acci;_"-y achieved.

Next"' a test pilot, a squadron pilot, and a non-pilot known to be competent in the
SARO simulator, were required to follow rancom-appearing directed manoeuvres in height
and heading simultaneously. Elevatcr and aileron r-ctivity beyond arbitrary thresholds
was integrated without regard to sign. and recorded over 10-sec epochs. An analog
circuit was patched up to give. from tape replay, the number of such control movements
in each sample, their mean duration as a percentage of epoch length, and their mean
amplitude. The test-pilot, an apprehensive individual wt* rubsequently became persLually
very involved in the results shen he knew his performance had been minutely scrutinized.
achieved the best overall performance by maintaining a constant stream of small-duration
control movements near stick cent- :. Pilot and non-pilot achieved a highly satisfrctory
level of performance, remarkably similar to each other. The pilot, compared to the test
pilot. used generally higher amplitude excursions of longer duration, inserted less
frequently. The non-pilot, who was a junior scientist well above average intelligencebut %ho had been deprived of all knowledfte about the Implications of vigorous control,

inputs in a dynamic flight environment, used arduous near-random switching control 3
movements of high amlitude and duration.

4
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The following experiment cobtributing data of interest" partly replicated the
previous one, calling on a different squadron-pilot and Dan-pilot, plus 5 excellent
pilots (students on a test pilot course) and 3 test pilot instructors to the course.
Each was allowed to familiarise with the sizulator for 15 mi, after which he flew a
sequence of manoeuvres (presented as instructions on a roller knee-pad) lastIng 23 min
(median). A count was made of the nuzber of displacements and the time spent beyond
arbiP-ary control thresholds (elevators ±95 and ±16% of full scale, ailerons -"5% and

±I2%). Elevator activity was generally significantly correlzted between familiarisati'M
and experimental period (r = 0.66 to 0.83) while aileron activity was not (r = 0.35 to
0.53). Those pilots who had used the more vigorous elevator inputs responded more slowly
and less reliably to light or voice warning signals. Apart from this. there was no
significant or even suggestive relationship betweer run (tracking) performance and control
style which held for the pilot group as a whole; such a finding would certainly vr.K:

_ havoc in most contemporary attemts to formnlate pilot transfer functions claiming

generality. The experimenters took great delight in watching the TV monitor and real-time
16-channel trace record of one student test pilot in action. He was very intelligent and
insightful, and the experimenters, free of that pre-experizental reserve essential to
provide standard treatment to each operator. enjoyed a most rewarding debrief dizcusion.

Subsequent hybrid analysis methods revealed that his height performance could not be
faulted for 9.8 min of the familiarisation period (which time had included 5 x 1800 heading
changes at constant demanded airspeed) during which his elevator and aileron displacements
never exceeded ±10% or ±% of fall scale, respectively. He maintained a constant -dither'
of fine control inputs near stick centre whether any instrument error was displayed or
not. Incidentally, the 3-operator distinction observed in Reference 16 was supported in

F Ithe present investigation, which used different operators, measures, and task demands.

Two further experiments' 919 studied the modulus Integial elevator and aileron control
position of pilots performing directed navigation and attack manoeuvres. using variations

k in the design geometry of a projected windshield display (in the more complex Minerva
j simulator). Eight squadron pilots participated in each phase, those in one phase having

a substantial background of naval attack flying, those iv the other being erun more
experieuced in long-range bomber duties. None of the dispaly element changes affected
control activity, which %as shown, by analyses of variance, to differ significantly
between the pilots in each group. Correlations between mean elevator activity and mean
elevation error ranged from r - 0.020 to 0._96 over the 16 Dilots as a whole, and those
between aileron activity and heading error r = 0.208 to 0. 566. There w-re no significant
correlations between the control activity of individual pilots aDd either the scatter of
ligit signal acknowledgment tines, or the slope of learning curves representing simulator

familiarisation time. or their total hours flying experience. Qunadratic regressiorsSshowed an insignificant decrease in control notion over the whole experizent (24 or 32
runs per pilot).

The most receat piece of work which has treated control input style as a neasure (20)
required 24 members of T1A- technical support staff to learn to fly a directed CT task
(one sinusoid in height, one in heading) in the S&A sizulator. Control position
-easures as in Reference 16 were used. Eight of these subjects were selected on the

I basis of similarity of performsncc achieved at the end of one hour. ana given further
testing for intelligence (Raven's Advanced Progressive Ma-trices (AT)). sensory r-ecp-
tivity (Archimedes Spiral after-effect (SAE)). inpulsiveness. neuroticism and sociability
(•rsenck Personality Inventory (EPI) and risk-taking (Kogan and Wallach Choice Dilemmas
(C))). ApArt from the similarity in height and heading performance which they had
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eventually reached, they were markedly different individuals in terms of educational
achievement, rate of learnjing to control and halt vertical and turning speod of the
simulator, and apparent understanding of the nature of acceleration control In parti-
cular, there were 2 individuals wh, more or less instantly elected to use fine control
inputs, 2 who even at the end worked very hard in terms of extravagant over-controlling.
and 4 who reduced the size and increased the frequency of elevator inputs (at various

rates) over the course of an hour. When this simple classification into three groups is
accepted, findings with respect to intelligence and personality test results are still
not clear cut. Ac least, those 2 individuals who failed to reduce stick input magnitude
were found to be (relatively) low in intelligenr-e (MAT) and receptivity (i.e. were "short
judgers" of SAE). In addition, there was some suggestior (statistically insignificant,
which is hardly surprising when such small groups are subdivided) that those operators
who were rare cautious (EPI, CD) either made small control inputs initially or as soon as
they understood the acceleration control system.

One experiment at IM is interesting, since physiological indicants of autonomic
arousal and subsidiary task measures of spare mental capacity were taken, but may not be
directly relevant since the control system was only 1st order (rate)2. 8 pilots and 8
non-pilots performed compensatory one-dimensional tracking, with and without the
requirement to attend to a second(light cancellation) task. A count of the number of
rate inputs each operator made showed that the pilots actually made more control
decisions than the non-pilots, congruent with their better performance, and both groups
made less when their limited attention had to be shared over the two non-combinable tasks.
No consistent relationships between control usage and physiological arousal were apparent
(leg and arm NG.. GM, cnd tidal PVO 2 , 02 minute volume, peak flow. respiratory rate).

4. BROAD SPECULATION

What conclusions can be drawn from this resear,-? What avenues suggest themselves for
future research? Certainly tbu evidence to date is hardly more than fragmentary.
especially since most of the investigations quoted were primarily attempts to understand
skilled behaviour in general, rather than inter-operator differences as such. Let no one
doubt that the bulk of relevant research still needs to be done.

Starting from very basic principles, it can be said that the fundamental activity of
organisms is to organise. to restrict the variety of information transmission in the
cybernetic serse, so as to survive o-er time. Man. the highest organism known, sets
himself above other organisms by his ability to organise mentally. He organises sense-
data into mental models (mapping some aspect(s) of the universe) which can be manipulated
to predict the outcomes of possible events or actions. A basic need to model, to pattern.
spills over into all aspects of human life (art, science, social order) even when no
threat to survival -.s present. Hence any comprehensive theor7 dealing with inter-operator
differences in skill Is going to have to be very broad-ranging in interest. Several

hypothetical model-buJ ,Iing variables have been named in intelligence and personality
testing and theory to date. jost of them complex if not competing. It is mast diffizu!Z'
therefore, ".o decide even in any tntuiti :,: way which variables naturally cluster into
larger factors: it is. howe-er, iw;..,';sible to decide analytically. There are therefore
two major warnings. firstly, that tlis proolew. area is poorly understood, and secondly,

: that the following discussion may be mwre informative about the author than about the
Stopic.

I; *
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My basic assertion is that the way in which an operator sets about controlling a
process should depend on his total grasp of the uncertainties of the process and his
ability ead need to resolve them. There would appear to be four outstandingly important

f1actors involved. The first is the individual's ability to build and test a number of
models, a range of decision hypotheses, each attempting to represent the situation. The 5
second i& the total ensemble of uncertainty available to the individual for decision
modelling, the information at his disposal in terms of sense-data. The third is his

latency of decision, the time and modelling effort he characteristically expends before
accepting a specific decisioa model with all its implications committing the organism to
action. The fourth is the typical felt urgency of decision, the idiosyncratic need for
certainty, Clearly, these four hypothetical factors overlap somewhat, and interact to a
grpa. extent. They do not include muscular dexterity, nor any description of the
variables un.ch an operator is trying to compromise (such as arm effort, fuel consuzed,
time taken, etc) t.1le performing a specified task.

The ability to build and test patterns to describe events has been noted in experiments
on ir;icipation in tracking, and has long been postulated as a general intelligence
factor. Classical tests measure it by noting how many test problems an individual can
solv': from a group. More recently, creativity tests have been developed to g1ve credit
for the number of possible solutions attempted. There is some inconclusive evidence that
the readiness to reject a useful model in preference for a novel one falls off with age.

* Rigidity, as this has been called, is often related to intelligence but may not be a
"unitary factor at all.

Experience. or long term memory, is one determiner of the amount of information
available to the operator for modelling. %.or. term memory, especially recent practice

r.the test equipment forming paat of the irvestigation, will also be important. It is
known that people vary widely, both in how available their memory stores are, and in how
accurate their short term recall is in particular. This latter memory certainly
deteriorates with age, while the useful data in the long tern one probably increases.
Hence a typical finding in aging studies is that learning of a novel skill may be slower
for older operators but that this is offset by the greater relative experiercr they can

call on. A second aspect of recent memory concerns fatigue or loss of motivation. An
operator vill normally be unwil.ing to devote continuous close attention to events which
are familiar or relatively unchanging. They present no challenge to his ability to model,
so cannot be a threat.I The information currently available to the operator from the control situation will
also be important. Three important examples include the effects )f system lag. of the
type of tracking systeu used. and of cockpit motion. Ideally. a system with no percep-
tible a.sg gives the operator immediate knowledge of the re_.AIts of his control input,
Some lags (of the order of seconds) are conr,:tble with the characteristics of human
memory and can thus be dealt with. but will 1iresent mor, difficulty to some operators
than others. Tracking systems are generally designed to be wholly pursuit (in which the
operator controls one display element to follow another which is system driven) or wholly
compensatory (in which both the operator' s and the system's inputs move one element with
reference to a fixed datum). The former offers the operator more information about the

system's error forcing function, and is hence generally eatsier to learn and lise. Cockpit
motion produces two main effects, one helpful and the other disturbing. Rotutions in
pitch (Wy) and roll (Ox) can give a fast. useful indication that a manoeuvre has been
initiated or thst an :mcontrolled-for out-of-trim condition has arisen. Non-pilots
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learning to track in a fixed-base simulator do not appreciate the substantial accelera-
tion forces which their initial aggressive control technique would produce in a realistic
environment. The disturbing effects of motion are most frequently felt in heave (gZ)
during terrain-following or flight through turbulence. Here it is not primarily control
activity which produces the acceleration environment, but the environment which inter-
feres mechanically with manual control.

Decision latency, or delay in making a decision upon which to act. is thought to be a

stable characteristic of individuals. Anecdotally, some individuals are impetuous (and
perhaps aggressive) while others are cautious (and perhaps retiring). Investizations of
sensory receptivity show that a given individual gives stimulation a characteristic
weighting. He will adapt to a regular environmental change to a consistent extent, will
monitor his own internal sensations for a consistent period, will be prone to travel-
sickness fairly reliably or not. There are indications that pain tolerance, the
readiness to accept reassurance from social agreement, and the number of times a
relationship must be repeated before it is accepted as having predictive value are also
related. Perhaps the mean sampling frequency of a time-varying information source is
also idiosyncratic in this way. as well as being a function of source bandwidth.
Decision latency is certainly a problem area to which more applied htman factors research
should be directed. It any not be a unitary trait at all. for example, or may even
subsume th-e basis of risk-taking behaviour.

The need for certainty typically displayed by an individual has a respectable theore-
tical history In the study of motivation, anxiety, and neuroticism. Motivation is usually
held to break down into two aspects, the basic drive level of the individual (arousal)
and learned drive habits towards or away from specified stimulus eusembles. Certainly
individuals differ in basal arousal, and in the effects of stress (in the sense of concern
for one' s ability to adapt) on arousal. Also. learned habits will depend on an
individual' s experience; he may have been generally rewarded by seeking social approval,
for example, so that he might exercise his skill best in the presence of peer figures.
Anxiety. more in the classical sense of tolerance of ambiguity cr cognitive dissonance
reduction, can be shown to vary between J idlvitutls by relatively simple tests. Its
relationship to neuroticism is unclemar. Neuroticism, in fact. is usually treated as a
quite separate personality trait *1Lch may generate a drive for certainty only when some
non-conscious want is challeaged. Again. the inmortance of this area (if it is a single
area) for applied human factors work canaot be evaluated without more direct research.

In sumary, four families of psychological variables have been auggested as accounting.
to a large extent, for observed inter-operator differences in manual fi.ght control
strategies. Given that the pilot population is selected from the general population.

and the test pilot population further se.,Ated still, one can assume that a mean control
style characteristic of each. if meaningful at all, will not be the same for all three.
In practical terms this means two things. Firstly. squadron pilot behaviour cannot be
wholly represented by simulator-competent non-pilots or by tea. pilots. Secondly,
experimental subject populations smaller than about 6 to 12 (depending on skill level,
objectivity of measures, and generality required of the findings) can yield highly
sub#, 9,'ve data. Certainly, this is a most difficult research area in which to progress.

i !.
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SUMMARY

An attempt is made in this paper to break away from the traditional
emphasis by psychologists and othbers on the establishment of arbitrary
selection. training. and performazice standards for pi lots. As important
as they are. they are essentially negative in nature. if we are to
enhance learning during irilot tra:.ning. reduce flying accidents. and

j improve the rieratior-ý' eifectiveness of pilots. our research effort
cannot ba- re*-.ricted to the prediction of pilot performance but must
move on to j. more positive emphasis on the modification of pil't
behaviour through training. lo accomplish this ain we must strive for
a better understanding of t'~.ai smp~ex variables which account for the
wide range of Individual differences found in the assessiveat of pilot
skill.

Some of the effects of too of these variables. prior learuing and age.
on pilot performance sad flying accidents are di scussed. Supporting
evidence is drawn trot the extessiv- experience of the ROW? in the
training of Canadizan NATO. and other foreign national pilots.

RESUME

Dens cet expos4, l'anteur s' efforce de st ddgagz-r de P iaportance
donn6e traditionnellement. en particulier pir les psychologues.
I' ftablisserent de critbr-!s arb~traires de st~lection. dr entraftement.
et do, per~irmance. En d4pit de leur valeizr, ces crittres sonta de nature
esseatleilecent udgative. Si :-=os voiulons relever le nIvemu de
1'instruction dispens4e an pilote an cours de son entraftnement. rdduire
les accidents de #,). et aeAllorer le rendement opdrationnel des pilotes,
nous ne pouvons liniter notre effort de recherche & la pr4diction de I&
capacit4 fonctionnelle dui pilote. sais nous devons faire ressortir de
faqcn plus positive les modifications de comportemint ainendes chez lui
par 1 entralnement. Deos ce L:!t. nous devons nous efforcer de sieux
compreadre les variables cmlexes sur lesquelles reposimt les
---- "-reuses diffirences Individuelles que P on dco~uvre lor-sw cc dvalue

vp4tence drun pilote.

V aizteur analyse ccrtains effets. sur I& capacitd fonctionne~lle dui
Tilote et lee, accidents de vol. de deux de ces variabl" 1' in-struction
anrtfrieure et P Age. 11 s' appuie sur I' expigrience Otendtue acq'.dse par
la RCAY dans 1'entraTheinent de pilotes canadiens. des pays do l' OTAN.
ou d autres nations.
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PRIOR LEARNING AND AGE IN RELATION TO PILOT PERFORMANCE

Wing Cosmander J.M.Brown

I would like to express my appreciation to the Medical Panel for providing equal time
to Psychalogy in these aiscussions. As a psychologist, however. I would like to intro-
duce a word of caution into your deliberations.

We in psychology have achieved a reasonable degree of success in assessing human
behaviour, but I am not convinced that these assessments have tbeen put to best use. Our
stock-in-trade has been prediction and the establishment of the highest possible vzlidity

for our assessments. Prediction alone is not enough, however, and by taking some
perverse satisfaction -.n the training failure or accident of a marginally selected pilot.
in the hope that this will raise otr validity coefficient by inother point. we are not
fulfilling our professional obligation.

A typical approach in selection research is to look for criteria which will give us
higher validities. This involves an analysis of the pilot training progras-e to determine
those areas which present the greatest difflculty for the trainee. The ain Is then to
obtain reliable assessments of performance in this area. The next step is t,, develop a
measure which is related to this criterion so that the trainees who experience difficulty
with that particular phase of training can be eliminated during initial selection. Once
the area of training difficulty has been identified, however, surely we should first try
".e solve the training problem and only then revert to a selection approach if necessary.

An important argument in support of the eephasis on selecticc is the rapidly increasing
cost of training a military pjlzt. a cost 'hich must now be approaching the $200.000 mark.
We often hear how much it costs to train a pilot but how mazvy times have you heard the

question: How much is a trained pilot worth? With an apparent universal shortage of
pilots, this question becomes critic'l.

The ever-increasing demands on operational pilots by modern high performance aircraft

produce ever-increasing demands on the p•lot selection and training programme. This
e-Vha-is on quality is quite justified in view of the extremely high cost cf aircraft.
accidents and the grea'_er skill and Anowledge required by the modern pilot. "ut too often
we are asked to solve training cr operational flying rzcblems by raising selection
standards.

I waint to emphasi7e th-t sei-.tion is essentially a negative process which cerates

throughout the career of a pilot. With every *ssessment of his -potential. flying
proficiency, or medical suit-ability, the pilot faces the possibility of a restriction or
termination of his flying carecr. I an looking forward to a breakthrouge in assessments
of tmperarent, perceptual skills. performance under stress, decisior.-eaking and other
higher cerebral functions, but my concern is that by increasing toe n..ber of assessments

-r - -ý
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we say simply be increasing the number of reasons why a pilot should be eliminated from
the systm.

Ten year- ago. Webb' reriewed the literaturic for studies concerned with the selection
and elimination of individuals likely to have accidents. He concluded: "...we cannot
reduce accidents by the selection of persons likely to have accidents on the basis of
previous accident records, pertinent aptitude measures, or pertinent performance
measures" (p. 145). Just as I have suggested the danger of 'selecting* ourselves right
out of the pilot training business. Webb stated that the elimination of pilots on any of
these criteria to reduce accident rates would mean the elimination of practically the

entire flying population.

Many significant contributions have bera =de t •y "human engineers" and others in the
development of pilot aids and in the standardization of instrumentaLion and procedures.
but these have barely kept pace with intensified training programmes and the ccmplexity
of operational flying. My argument is that psychologists interested in human learning
and ability can also make a positive contribution in this area.

If we are to enhance learning, reduce flying accidents, and improve the operational
effectiveness of pilots, we must move on to a more positive emphasis on the modification
of pilot behaviour through training. Tv accomplish this aim we must strive for a better

underse.-ading of the comples variables which account for the wide range of individual
differences found in the assessment of pilot ability. In this regard I differ from Webb,
"who attri-ted the lack of relationship between pilot-centred measures and accidents to

the homogeneity of the pilot group following iptensive screening and training attrition.
I submit that pilots ma appear to perform routine flying tasks in a similar manner but
that, In fact, they vary considerably in their capacity to cope with the stress and
demands of unusual flying situations.

I Although there are man who still believe that pilots are "born and not made", there
is ample evidence that manz s abilities are not irrevocably fixed by biological endowment.
Although biological factors may fix boundaries, there is a growing body of evidence that
the range of variation in performance that results from prior learning is very great
indeed. I refer to the theoretical work of Ferguson 2. 3 on transfer, learning and human
ability; the experimental work of Fleisa on the different patterns of abilii present
at different stages of practice, and to the coping and developsep8tal theory of adaptive
behaviour described by Fine and Jenningss. These approaches all stress the importance
of viewing "learning" as a developmental process. This view is aiso supported bh the
extensive experience of the RCAF in the training of various pilot groups with wide
differences in cultural bat±&rounds and experience, including British Coasonwealtb
:-,-mtries. North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) members, and more recently pilot

trainees from Nigeria and Tanzania. Time does not permit a review of these pilot
progrmmes but I can refer you to a paper by Sloan' on the RCAF experience with the
training of NATO aircrew.

I would like to make brief reference to two RWA? studies .nvolving the variables of
prior learning and age. The first was an intensive examination of the performance of
164 pilots at a jet fighter Operational Training Unit (OTM) and a follow-up of pilot
error accidents.
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A relationship between proficiency at O0U and subsequent PE acciderts is shownI o in Table 1. We are faced with the usual problem that post hwc we have ident'ified a group :

of pilots representing 18.3% of the total group accounting for 36.4% of the accidents.

Whatto dol One obvious solution would he to increase training standards. The
accident rate for this sample could have been reduced by more than one thirn by the
elimination of the "pass with qualification." roup at UfI. This would have raised the
attrition rate from 5% to 25% at this late stage. hcwver, and seriously reluced the A

operational effectiveness of the squadrons. I hope 't is clear by this tire that
arbitrary changes to selection or training standards can be effective only Cith a
reduction in the quantitative requirements for pilots or an increase in the number of
trainees.available from the manpower pool- In our present situation it apptars that the
only course of action is to reduce accidents by increasing proficiency.

Wide variations in experience and age %ere found in the sanp!e of 164 pil)t--. The
accident results for three distinct groups are contained in the riht hand clurm of
Table I. For ease of identification these are referred to as "post-rar tour" (trained
since World War I1 but with a tour as f._;Ing instructor ir staff pilot befo.r selection
for fighter role). "trartime !rained" (vith a variety of flying and staff positions), and
-pipeline trained" (those proceeding directly through training). The average ages for

these groups were 27. 35. and 21 respectively. with alvost no overlap. The accidentI rates are consistent with those reported by Zeller1 on =ich larger saples. Joe.. highest
for the young and less experienced group, next for tPe oldest, and le-.st for the rziddle

I group.

guTo complete the picture, a breakdown of the accident rates and proficiency of the
three groups is also shown. Although the nmmbers are extremely smll. I would like to
specalate about some of the results.

S fferences in proficiency and accident liability for the -post-war to;rt" and "wart I"e
pilots might be accounted for in terms of recency and reie-ancy of previous flying, as
suggested by Zeller6. but this Bxplanation does not hold for the "pipeline* trained
pilots. How then do we account for the marked individual differences in proficien., and
accident liability for this group.

.There is reason to believe tat the pace of training (course length and syllabus
content) rmy be too faAt Pnr many 'pipeline" trainees. It is ;.vpractical to bare an
individually paced pilot prograie and uneconomial to bare it geared to the soe.est
tra•nees. Thus the pace iz uzzually set for the average of the group being trained.
An important inplication of this situation is Uiat those who are below the group averagi
in aptitude or ability must progress at a rste whidc is nDCt .*=ducive to effective
learning and retention. This condition produces most of the validity of our selection
process, because oost of our failures come f.-m this group. but the effect on those from
this group who pass is oft n overlooked. Although th-se trainees are able to Beet

ininzum- but acceptable standards, they have nnt had the opportunity to pr-c_!ce and to
consolidate their learning. and thus are not fully prepared for the new lear-ning and paze
required at the next stage. This effect is cu=lative from stage to stage and mav account
foi variations mn proficiency or accident liability within what s.o'd be a fairly

[ flomogeneous group.

I ~~~mmmmmm•m• w mu



Age was included in the title of this presentation because of the obvious relation-
ship between age and experience. Study of either variable should not be undertaken
without a consideration of the possible confounding effects of one on the other. I would

- like to make passing reference to a laborato-. experiment9 on perceptual-motoz learning

using a conticuous compensatory tracking task. The design enabled t't experimenter to
determine the differential effects of *ach variable using RCAF pV_!ts f various ages
and flying experience as subJect.s. Clear evidence of the faci!itat:.,J and ...zerfering
effects from prior learning on performance of the perceptual-motor tark werr demon-
strated. In a separate analysis. the effects of age on performance we,,e demonstratad
with prior learning as a control variable. One finding if iiterest, although perhaps au
obvious one. suggested that a deterioration of performance with increasinc age may result
largely from the effects of negative transfer (habit interference). Performance of 39
and 26 year old pilots, with the same amount of previous flying. showed no differences
when transfer effects were positive, but significant differences in favour of youngý.r
pilots when the control-display relationships were changed to produce interfering eftects
from prior learning.

It is difficult to conceive of a learning situation in which trarsfer i'o training Joes
not play some part. Prior learning must be regarded, therefore, a;, ,, import-ant variable
in determining the nature and amount of transfer, Because all new learning takes place
in the context of habits established by all previous experience, performance on any
particular flying task will be determined by the total cffect of these positive and
negative transfer effects. Pilots "cvpe" with new learning or emergency situations by
psychologically putting them in the context of appropriate habits already mastered.
If the prior learning is incomrlete or inappropriate, the response will be inadequate
The implications for pilot proficiency and accident liability are obvious.

I!
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TABLE I

Breakdown of Air Division Pilot Error Accidents
i4y Pilots Differing tn Experience and Proficiency

GroupPass Ol77 as Pass O0W with
Group Outstandir.g Middle Qualijication Tota-

Post-war Tour Accid. Free 12 6 2 20

With Accid. 0 0 0 0
N=20 % 0 0 0 0

Wartime Accid. Free 16 16 9 41
With Accid. 1 3 3 7

N = 48 % 5.9 15.8 25.0 14.6

Pipeline Accid. Free 15 48 9 72
With Accld. 2 15 7 24

N = 96 % 11.8 23.8 43.8 25.0
+

Total Accid. Free 43 70 20 133
With Accid. 3 18 10 31

N =164 % 6.5 20.5 33.3 18.9

The 31 pilots were involved in a total of 33 accidents. The two pilots
with two PE accidents both graduated from 07U with some

qualification, one "wartime" and one "pipeline" trained.
This raises to 12 the total accidents for this group.

I
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SUMMARY

zrvestigatioi zf phospbolipid changes In. subcellular components of
the livers of animals exposed to lethal levels of ionizing radiation
revealeC. significant increases in total phospholipid in a "lysosomal-
like particle" and in microsomes. Chromatographic identification of the
individual phospholipid components defined the most strked changes in
content following X-irradistion in the fraction identified as phosphatidyl
glycerol. These changes in composition, content, as well as in P3 2

turnover in the phospholipids became evident long before there was any
physiological or chemical manifestations of irradiation.

On the premise that diverse phy•siological reactions to stress have
comcm chemical parameters, changes in phospholipid composition were
investigated in various stress conditions using blood plasma of the
human as source material. Exposure of humans to acceleration stre.ss
from head-to-foot (+Gz) for a time sufficient to induce grey-out or

"black-out significantly increased the total plasma phospbolipid content
by about 70%. But more marked was the fcdrfold increase in phosphatidyl
glycerol. Centrifugation of subjects in chest-to-back positions (+G,)
for time periods insufficient to induce cyanosis showed no marked

changes in total phospholipid. b•t. some increase in phosphatidyl glycerol.
Subjects laboring under the stress of schizophrenia gave the highest
observed levels of phospholipid. In these subjects, both lecithin and
sphingomyelin were outstandirgly elevated compared to normals.

These data suggest that the phospholipid ccmposition of the human
"blood plasma reflects the action of cerebral metabolic control factors.
The resolution of these factors and the bionergetic role of phospolipids

w | like phospbatidyl g.ycero! offer an investigative apprcach. both to
biochemical recognition of biological response to stress and to a
protective methodology. Appropriate studies are under way.

!I
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RESUMEE

LVtude des modifications en pbo~pbolipides afl'ectant len composants
subeellulaires de foies ci aulmaux exposis i des; niveaux mortels de a

radiations Sonisavtes a r&416~ une augmentat1iaL significative des
pbospbolvides t~otair dans urse uparticule du type lysosome" et dens les;
microsor~c~i. Des prockdsn daromatographiques al'pliquds au~x divers
616ments entrant dans la composition des phospbollpid'es ont rdvdl6 que
c' est dams le phosphatidyl-glycerol qu` apparai~sswt les modifications de
teneur les plus importantes apr4s exposition aux rayons X. Ces char~ge-
ments de composition. de teneur. et du taux de renouvellement du P3.,
affectant les phospholipides sont apparus avec: dvidence bien a-wt toute
autre manifestation physiologique ou cbimique de l ir-adiation.

Ra pat-tant de l bypothbse que dive~ses r.5act ions physiologlaq~e~s au
stress ont des 1-rambtres chimiquaes communs. on s* 4tudid len changements

de composition des phospiaclivides dans diff~renles coditions de stress.
en utilisant le plasma humain co---e urstfriel de base. En exroasnt des
sujets humains k une force if acc~l~ratlo-z t!lte-pieds (+Gz) v.endtwt ane

phriode suffisamment longue pour prevoquer 1* apparition (r un 'OiciO gris
on d'un voile noir. on a constatd nile augmeuitation significative (envi-o!.
70%) de In teneur totale du plasma en phospholipides. he phosphatidyl-
glyc~erol a accusd ume augmentation enoore plus sensible, pl35que sonl

*pourcentage s est trouvd mnltiplig par Cquatre. Qhez des s-iets scoimis k
I des essais en centrifugenses dans la position poitrine-dot f(.G,) petdant

un laps de temps inf~rieur A celui ndces~ialre A 1' apparition ifcr.Te
cyrnose. on n' conntatd ancune modification sensible des phosphclipidet.
totsux, main, par contre. une augmentation du phospbatidyi-'glycerol.
C' est cbez los sujots travaillant sons Vesoprise de l& schizophrinie que

* 1~' on a observ4 los pourcent ages do phospbolipiden len plus Rlevh.. Leur
I ~taux de 16cithine et do sphingoueyiline 4tait trds sup4rieur & lk normale.

IOn peut conclure d' apr~s ces dor-nihs une la conwp~ition dL lam
I ~humain en pbospholipides est directemens lide & 1' action den facteurs de

contr8le n4tabolique du cerveau. La connaissance de I action de ces
facteurs -t du r~le bio-&nergdtf quo de certains phospholipides tels quo
le phosphatidyl-glycorol constitne un instrument de recherche peruettant

I de ddteririuer le processus biochimique do I& rdponse biologique an stress
et de settre an point des o~thoden de protection. Des dtudes & cet

effet sont actuellement en cus
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IN

PLASMA PHOSPHOLIPID COMPOSITION AS A BIOCHEMICAL INDEX TO STAESS

B. David Polis. J.Y..artorano, H.P.Schwarz, E.Polis and L.Dreisbach

Any review of experimental approaches to the problems of biological stress and fatigue
can best be summarized by the Quotation from Thoreau - "This is a long story, which
shouldn't be long, but it will take a long time to make it short."

t From a biomolecular standpoint we can define stress in terms of biological energy

demand relative to its supply. Although there is considerable experimental and
conceptual development in the area of biological energy generation, the mechanicms of
biological energy utilization and control are largely unknown. On the premise that
diverse physiological reactions to stress have conazon chemical parameters, we began to

i seek a molecular handle which might be used to probe the energetic and regulatory
pathways involved in stresses like acceleration peculiar to aerospace flight. One of
th'e few advntages of acceleration stress is that it offers a physically defined, easily
reproducible challenge to the physiological organism te marshall the most effecient
utilization of biological erergy for survival, in the face of a decreased cellular energy
supply.

* The molecular changes found in the plasma of humans under stress of interest to us
I here really originated from work with rats.. It is well known that when the pituitary

gland is removed surgically from the base of the brain of animals, a preparation is
obtained that is especially sensitive to stresses like cold and to infections. These
animals do not grow, they lose sexual function, and there is considerable derangement in
metabolism. lt was expected that these animals also would lose tolerance to acceleration
stress and that by determining the hormone factors necessary to regain acceleration
tolerance, the e!nergy pathways critical for survival at high G levels might be defined.

k But instead of losing tolerance to acceleration stress, the rats actually gained it'.

The curves shown in Figure 1 represent the probit of the percent survival of a rat
population at 20G plotted against the log of the time. This is merely a device for
converting the normal bell shaped statistical distribution curve into a straight line
function so that it is easier to visualize effects and determine statistical significance
of a biological event. 11 is apparent here that while the median survival time of a
normal rat population is in the order of nine minutes. the survival time of the
hypophysectomized group is increased by at least 300 percent. Conversely, when the
adrenal glands of rats were excised, tolerance to acceleration was decreased'. Since
there is an interplay between pituitary and adrenal, we at least can conclude that
hormonal factors of the pituitary-adrenal axis are determining factors in the survival to
acceleration stress, in addition to the cardiovascular and iiemodynamic effects so

~ I freQuently emphasized.

I When we look at a relatively simple function related to cardiac work during high G
load as shown in Figure 2. an Interesting pattern difference between the heart rate of
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the normal and hypophysectomized rat becomes evident. Both animais go into a shock
phase with the onset of G load. characterized by a marked bradycardia. Both animals
recover to a resiststice plateau, but in the normal animal this is of short duration, and
the heart li exhausted in about 10 minutes. The heart of the bywophysectomized rat loses

its energy more slowly ai,.' survives longer. There is little difficulty in recognizing
the advantageous changes for survival at high G induced by hypophysectomy. The mechanisms
by which this is accomplished are somewhat more complicated. Correlations of survival or
death from centrifugation with the heart rate level during the final exhaustion phase
suggested an interplay between heart and brain that was mediated by hormonal factors.
Thus cardiac failure obviously could be modified by cerebral regulatory hormones, and
brain survival was dependent on cardiac output. Both these events emphasized the

•- I Lnportance of cellular factors that were concerned in the generation, control and
utilization of biological energy.

Most of the oxygen uptake by the cell occurs in the mit.chondrion. And it is across

the compartmentation membranes of this subcellular stru'ture that the major useful
energy for cellular functions mu.;t occur. There is some evidence that phospholipids play
a role in these transfer reactions and for this reason we looked for some indications of
a phosphorylated intermediate of energetic significr-ice i•i mitochondria.

The analytical procedure used for ths study is illustrated in Figure 2. WIthout
entering into details, this reprcisents the end result of two dimensional paper chromato-
graphy of the decylated phosphol .pids extracted by chloroform methanol from mitochondria.
The combination of descending chromatography in phenol water acetic acid with inophoresis
in pyridine-acetic acid-water permits the separation and quantitation of the individual
phospholipids shown. This proccdurc, which represents a modification of the method of
Dawson , made possible the studjz of changes In phospholipid content and composition in
stress.

Figure 4 shows the turnover rate of phosphorus 32 in mitochondrial phospholipids
in-vivo3 . The first block shoais that the most rapid incorp-;ration occurs in a fraction
consisting of a mixture of traces of phosphatidic acid ano Mt phosphatidyl glycerol.
The second block shows that the phosphatidyl glycerol turnover. which peaks in the first
hour, is perceptibly slowed witen the animal has been exposed t.o ionizing radiation. The
third block shown the very slow turnover rate in cardiolipin. Blocks 4, 5. and 6
represent the data obtained with phosphatidyl ethanolamine, F.hsophatidyl choline and
phosphatidyl serine. Tne marked incorporation rates for phosphatidyl glycerol focused
our attention on this molecule.

Phosphatidyl glycerol is eynthesizcl in the cell in a particulate fraction of the
reticulo endothelial system. By .aisity gradient centrifugation in ficoll solutions,
the fraction from liver with a major content of phosphatidyl glycerol was isulated and
the changes that cccurred following the stress of ionizing radiation studied. The data
in Table I shows that while only a small change or no change takes place in the other
phospholipids cited there is at least a fo.ar-fold increase in phosphatidyl glycerol
content of this particulate fraction from rat live.,. Comparable changes, moreover, were
also found in the phosthatidcyl glycerol content ol rat plasma. That these changes were
related to a general stress syndrome rather than the specific stress of ionizing radiationi
followed from the finding of elevated levels of phosphatidyl glycerol in plasma and in
liver of rats exposed to acceleration stress. Attention was directed then to po .

changus in human plasma attributable to physiological stress.
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The data on stress-induced changes of phosphatidyl glycerol in human plasma is
summarized in Table IL. The normal group of young volunteers was subjected to a
haversine acceleration pattern of 10 seconds duration at 3.0 to 4.5Gz (head to footr

sufficient to induce gray-out or black-out in all individuals. Each subject served -Ls
his own control with blood sample- taken from an arm vein before and after centrifugation.
All the subjects were on a low fat diet. Every individual showed an increase in total
phospholipid after acceleratior, but the individual levels of control phospholipid varied

E sufficiently to make the mean group change non-significant. Similar effects were fr)und
for lecithin and sphingonyelir.. The most definitive change occurred with phosphatidyl
glycerol which showed a 3-to-4-fold increment in each individual following acceleration.
These changes were significant for the ser 4 es. It was interesting wo note that the
direction of change of cardiolipin was opposite to that found with the other components.

The next group represents the mean plasma phospbolipid levels of three volunteers vNi

Lankeieau Hospital on three weeks bed rest on a low fat diet. Apparently bed rest, 3n
itself a stress, elevated the phosphatidyl glycerul level above the normal control valu.-
and lowered the cardiolipin level. Men the subjects were exposed to acceleration in
G. (chest to tack) poss!tion for time periods insufficient to cause black-out, there was
still a significant increase in phosphatidyl glycerol tut the other phospholipids
es.untially were unchanged.

In a series of eight patients hospitalized with the diagnosis of schizophrenia, the
tct al phbspholipid levels are elevatea above that of the normal. Here again the
phosphatidyl glycerol level can be considered as significantly and uniquely different
from a normal group. The other noticeable difference in the schizophrenia group is that
hbot!! ccithin and sphingomyelin were elevated outstandingly compared to normals.

It is apparent then that in a number of stress states, phosphatidyl glycerol uniquely
was increased out of proportion to the other phospholipids. Can -e then use this
molecular change as a biochemical index for physiological stress? Recalling that the
labelled phosphate turnover was greatest for phosphatidyl glycerol and least for curdio-
lipin. let's examine the variation of the molar ratio of phosphatidyl glycerol (G) to

r cardiolipin (C) in the various stress conditions. (Table III).

These ratios were rounded off to the nearest whole number. Acceleration to black-out
raises the G/C ratio from 1 to 6. Prolonged bed rest shows a level of 3 sod centrifuga-
tion of the bed-rested subject brings the G/C ratio to 7. These subjects were reported
to be very weak after their acceleration runs, even though the acceleration was chest

I to back and no black-out or gray-out was experienced. Schizophrenia reveals a ratio of
5. sulggesting that while the G/C ratio does not diagnose the condition of schizophrenia.
it doet: indicate that the schizophrenic brain is responding as if it were in a stress
state. The last three ratios are mean values of skx subjects exposed to sleep depriva-
tion in experiments that will be detailed by Dr Squires. It was gratifying to find that
before sleep deprivation, the G/C ratio was 2 corresponding, as expected, to the normal
grouL. After sleep deprivation the G/C ratio rose to 6. The psychic changes accompanying
sleep deprivation need no elaboration to emphasize a possible metabolic relationship in
two stress conditions. Following sleep and recovery, the 6/C molar ratio returned to 2.
In this metabolic ability to recover from an elevated G/C ratio, the normas stressed
subject markedly differs from the schizophrenic, leading to the speculation of a possible

9 metabolic block of these restorative processes in schizophrenia.
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Tel!. do we have any Insight or c~ny approach to these metabolidt coiitrol factors
cnceened with the levels of phosphatidyl glycerol? Let' s return to the qxperiteental

wokwith rats (Table IV). The normal rat. with a survivul time of about 16 minutes at

phshthe y cceofofn accelerhu an.tedhppye,7oi rat bhs a phospholipid

hypophysectomized rat is accelerated w.; 200. it has a aedian survival time of 45 minutes.

norma!. Tepopaiyglcrllevel is decreased rather than increased, and the
cardiolipin level is elevated rather than lowered.. Finally, the increased acceleration
tolerance of the hypophysectonized rat is accompanied by a lower G/C plasma ratic rather
than a higher GIC- ratio found in the less tolerant norn-al animal. 'These chenges are
interpreted to indicate a mobilization of phospholipid utilization. probabl'y Influenced
by the absence of inhibitory pituitary hormones or pituitary activated factors. szid are
considered te suggest a cerebral regulatory function as implicatel in the control of the
metabolism of phosplxatidyl glycerol.

The marked changes in plasma phosphatidyl glycerol levels in human following stress
haive some obvious and immediate medical aplications and iriplications. Us~ing the plasma
solar rsutio of phosphatidyl glycerol to cardiolipin as a biozbemical index of stress, a
a molecular bridge Is attained between diverse stresses ranging from the physically
Induced 0byziological shifts of acceleration stress and the physiologic and psychologic
fatigue of sleep deprivation to the psychic aberration of schizophrenia. Of even greater
interest and importance from the mechanistic viewpoint of the biochemist. arf- the
concomitant changes in phosphatidyl glycerol tnat take place in the liver. 7;-~ liver is
a maor source of phospholipid synthesis. It is conceivable that stress signals referrea
to the brain are cosounicated to the liver via hormonal or neurologic pathways to cause
a phospholipid dumping into the plasma. Whether the liver. or the lymph glands, or both
are the -source of the phospholipid dump in stress. the question of how phosphatidyl
glycerol of all gpxosPholipids is uniquely increased by anoxic and fatigue stress, the
role of this molecule In energy transfer and utilization, and the mechanisms by which
these occur create a zrew challenging problem in the bioenergetics of physiological strests.
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TABLE I

Effect of Ionizing Radiation on Phospbolipids of an
Isolated Liver Lysosomal Fractiou

4%,f oio Irradiated

mg phospholipid/g protein--.

Total phosphollpid 14 220
Lecithin 189 120

Cardiolipin 7 3

Phosphatidyl glycerol 3 13._91

TABLE I II

Changes in Plasma Phospholipids 3ring Stress

Normal Bedrest

SNo rc I AcceleratedI Bedrest jA-celerated Schizophrenics I
Gz __g Ox _g_____g _

/jpg Aig P P gP Pg P

Mean total 4 per 100 ml Plnsuaa-

per 100 ml Ilasma 5032 + 230P 5509 ± 116615523 239 5922 380 403 ±1330

I Lecithin 293 + 1600 3175 721 1450 500 3620 159 5381 1400

IPhosphatidyl gL,-rerol 50 ± 17 221 ± 56 7 2 7 137 ± 2e 172 ± 57

SCardiolipin 105 ± 24 82 ±19 71 ± 60 1 79 ±61 137 ± 48

Sphingor~elin 335 ± 65 611 ±206 457±1211 407 95 779

(1) Nordal - 8 subjects.

(2) GZ - • subjects at gray out and black out.

(3) s-:drest - 3 l~Uinenau Hospital Volunteers - (4 subjects for total phospholipids only).

(4) G. - 3 wnkenau Hospital volunteers - (after acceleration) Gx position. No gray out.

(5) Schizophrenics - 8 schizophrenic subjects.

S-a
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TABLE III

Effect of Stress State on Molar Ratio of
P1hosphatidyl Glycerol to Cardiolipin

Stress I Molar Ratio'

StePhosphatidyl Glycerol/Cardiolipin

Normal 2

Normal accelerated Gz j 7

Bed rest 3

Bed rest accelerated G 6

Schizophrenia 5

Pre-sleep deprivation 2

Sleep deprivation 6

Recovery 1 2

A fraction of the phosphztidyl glycerol is isomerized in the deacylation procedure beforeI chromatography and appears in the P spot. 7he phosphatidyl glycerol value here represents the
me of the G and P values.

TABLE IV

Effect of Hypophysectoay on the Distribution of
Phospholipid in Rat Plasma After Acceleration

Norml 1c~:lertcd ilyox Accelerad

N Normal iol Hypox

-14g P/1I0 ml plasna - ?

Total phospholipid P 4648 5341 I 3893 2905

Lecithin 2724 3224 2540 1778

P 84 12C 41 32

Phosphatidyl G]bcerl 83 131 S0 38

Cardiolipin 120 118 51 81

Sphingoyelin 224 277 333 296

(Control I pooled plasmas Rats restrained 30'
Normals: all from 3-4-6G Control II pooled plasmas Rats r,-strainedl2n'

Control III pooled p4aaseasa Rates ,mrestrained

Accelerated Normals: from 3-4-66 Accelerated I 18 0 poolcl plusmas 30'
from 3-4-66 Accelerated II 18 G pooied plasmas 12vii
from 7-12-66 Accelerated Noimal 19 G pooled plasmas

,,5 + 6. .10 + ý1) 5%'

Accelerated flypox. from 7-12-66 Pooled 2-12 19 • 36' (approx.)

•v• s~n st s • • • • •
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SUMMARY

Indications of physiological changes within the central nervous
system concomitant with psychologically measured deterioration in
performance can be obtained from the electroencephalogram (EEG).
Continuous monitoring of solected frequency components of the EEG has
been found to provide an objective estimation, of an individual~s level
of wakefulness as well as an evaluation of the extent and duration of
hia visually directed attention. Equipment designed for such studies
has recently been developed in this laboratory. It is now being used in
evaluating the effect of certain metabolites and drugs on sleep-walking
cycles snd on the level of intensity of visual attention.

RESUME

L' 4lectroenc4p.alogramme permet de r~v4ler des modifications
physiologiques survenant an sein du systbme nerveux cectral et
accompagnant une ddt~rioration de la performance qui peut etre mesurde
psychologiquement. On s' est apervu qu'un coetr6le constant de certaines
composantes de friquence de 1' 4lectroencdphalograme pexmettait d'obtenir

- une 4valuation objective d-i niveau de vigilance du sujet ainsi que du
-Ie degrý et de la durde de scw attention visuelle. Le laboratoire de P'US

I Naval Air Development Center a r~cenment mis au point un iquipenent
propre & ces 6tudes. 4quipement que 1 cn utilise actuellement pour
d~terminer I' effet de certains m4tabolites et de certaines substances
pharmaceutiques sur les cycles de scmmeil et d'activit4 physique et Sur
le degrd et 1' intensitd de 1' attention visuelle.

I.
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THE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AS A PHYSIOLOGICAL CRITERION OF PERFORMANCE

Russell D-Squires. M.D.

During the past few years :o have been developing and testing a reliable, miniaturized.
solid state. FM-F%. personal telt.Netry system for continuous monitoring of the electro-
encephalogram ý'EEG). the electrocardiogram, the respiration rate and tidal volume and
various body temperatures. This system effectively eliminates the encumbrance of' wire

connections to receiving equipment. The unobstructed radius of transmission is about
300 feet.

This paper will only deal with some preliminary EEG stt.dies obtained while testing
this equipment. A sin•!?i EEG recording was obtained by attaching with bentonite paste
three silver wire mesh electrodes along the midline of the unshaven scalp. One active
electrode was plac,?d over the vertex, the second one inch forward of the inion. and the
third, the indifferent or ground electrode, half way between the two active electrodes.
At the receiving station the EEG signal was simultaneously recorded on magnetic tape and
a direct writing oscillograph. It was elsr s;bjected to frequency analysis.

The analyzer can be divided into fc;,r basic units: (1) automatic signal level control:
(2) band pass filters; (3) a switching system; and (4) a rectification circuit. The
automatic signal level control, or more properly, automatic gain control prevents the
amplitude variations of the EEG signal from exceeding 5 volts and thereby prevents
blocking in the amplifier-filter system. The band pass filters each have width of one
cycle per second and a number of filters can be placed in parallel by the switching
circuit. thus permitting the division of the _EG frequency spectrum into a number of
discrete band widths. The voltage outputs of the parallelled activated filters comprising
each discrete band width are converted to directed current by the rectification circuit
and recordied on a direct writing oscillograph.

This analyzer provides a nearly "real time" analysis. Maximum rectified voltage
response for a frequency change is attained at the fifth consecutive cycle. Therefore.
at one cycle per second, there is a five second delay and at ten cycles per second. 0.5

I second delay. etc.

E
One obvious advantage of this sort of analysis is that changes in the frequency

components of the EEG can be resolved at recorder speeds as slow as a few millimeters a
Sminute. This readily permits comparison of the preceding changes in the voltage outputs

of the selected frequency bands for time periods of one-half hour or more depending on
how much paper is exposed to view on the recorder. An -xample of the voltage output of
the band pass filters is shown in Figure '. The band width labeled beta (-) is 20-25 c/s.

Salpha (a) is 10-15 c/s. theta (6) 6-7 c,'/. and delta (8) 1-4 c/s. The subject from whom
this record was taken had had little sleep the night before and had worked until he was
permitted to fall asleep in the late afternoon. At the beginning of this record his eyes

If
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had been closed for about 15 minutes. The decreasing beta and alpha activity, as well
as the increasing theta and delta activity, indicated the subject was falling asleep.
Approximately 9 minutes from the beginning of this record the subject stated that he had
been suddenly aroused by a frightening dream. Whereupon the beta and alpha activity
increased -,tile theta and delta activity decreased. The E'G changes, however, indicated
the subject again promptly fell asleep. One-half hour later he stated that he was fully
awakened fron: a sound sleep by a sudden loud noise and the EEG frequency changes again
indicated arousal. This sort of record shows that even a relatively inexperienced
electroencephalographer can distinguish between sleep and wakefulness.

Figure 2 illustrates Wiother type of experiment. Here the subject was requested to
do various tasks. Some df them required that he use his eyes; others did not. Initially
the subject was merely asked to sit and listen to instructions. He was then instructed
to stare at an oscilloscopic display of the voltage output of his alpha band and see if
he could depress the alpha voltage by staring at it. After the alpha voltage had
decreased, he was instructed to close his eyes. There was an immediate increase in alpha

I voltage. A marked increase in theta voltage also occurred. He was luter asked how he
felt with his eyes closed and told as he was afraid something unpleasant might be done
to him while his eyes were closed. This may explain the marked increase in theta voltage.
Up to this time there had been very little change in either the beta or delta bands. No

- 1 change would ordinarily be expected in the delta band unless the subject fell asleep.

The subject was next instructed to study a weazher report and informed that at some
future time he would be requested to recall arid tell us what he had read. While reading
the report, there was a marked increase in beta activity while the alpha and theta

activity decreased. When requested to recafl and orally report what he had res.d, beta
activity showed a transient decrease. alpha activity increased and there was a slight
increase in theta activity. He was again asked to sit quietly and listen to further
instructions. During the written mathematics test. beta activity steadily increased and
alpha activity decreased. He was next given a ball bearing puzzle and instructed to
maneuver the two ball bearings into the eye sockets of -he face drawn on the puzzle.
One of the ball bearings was asymmetrical and therefore very difficult to maneuver.
This subject showed only a slight increase in theta activity. Other subjects, obviously
frustrated by the asymmetrical bearing, often showed a greater increase in the,:&
activity. Beta activity decreased slightly during this task and alpha suppression
remained maximal. In the next task he was given a miniature pin ball machine, informed
of the highest score made by the subjects preceding him and instructed to try to beat it.
The beta activity tended to increase slightly but finally attained a lower level than
occurred during the ball bearing puzzle task. There was a slight increase in theta
activity toward the end of the task. When the subject was informed that this was his
final task and was instructed to close his eyes. beta activity underwent a further
decrease. alpha activity increased markedly and theta activity decreased to the lowest
level. The increased height of the alpha response and the further slight reduction of
theta activity were probably due to relief of apprehension and frustration.

This is a typical record. Tasks which required visual attention depressed alpha
activity and tended to increase beta activity. Stich chai.ges did not appear to be
directly related to the quality of the subject's performance Subjects who apparently

tried hard but performed poorly showed changes similar to subjects who also tried hard
and performed well. During periods of obvious frustration as, for example. when the
task presented difficultiei or when the subject stated he had felt apprehensive, theta
activity sometimes increased. These preliminary studies suggest that this type of

,C
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monitoring would separate periods of intense visual concentration from periods of less

intense visual concentration, and further suggest that periods of frustration and/or
apprehension could also be identified.

Figure 3 shows the integrated voltage output for one-minute periods far ten alternating

periods each of eyes-open and eyes-closed. The white columns indicate eyes open and the
black columns eyes closed. The point. ,za the ordinate indicated by 0 is the average of
the 10 eyes-closed periods, and the X is the average of the 10 eyes-open periods. For
each frequency band shown the maximum voltage output for each of the 10 periods of eyes-
open or eyes-closed was divided into the voltage output of the other 9 periods. Thus
each period is graphed in proportion to the maximum voltage output. This partially
explains why the beta output voltage which is approximately 1/20 of the maximum alpha
output voltage appears to be always higher. If this had not been done. the changes in
beta activity presented on the same scale as alpha activity would have been barely
visible. The band widths for alpha, beta. and theta are the same as in tne previous

eicperiment. The subject was also instructed to stare at an oscilloscopic tracing of

his alpha voltage during eyes-open.

The object of this experiment was to test whether 36 hours of sleep deprivation had
any effect on the EEG. During the presleep deprivation test, eyes-closed alpha activity
always increased when compared to the immediately preceding eyes-open period and
conversely, the eyes-closed beta and theta activities always decreased when compared to
the immediately preceding eyes-open period. Such was not always the case after sleep

deprivation. There was sometimes little If any change in alpha activity when eyes were
closed and once alpha activity actuall3 increased when the eyes were opened. The relative
differences in the average eyes-open and eyes-closei beta and theta activities were

decreased and the average eyes-closed beta and theta activities increased during sleep
deprivation.

In the postsleep deprivation test when the subject felt rested, the EEG frequency
pattern became very nearly the same as in the presleep deprivation state.

Table I summarizes the EEG changes produced by sleep deprivation for five different

subjects. Average changes in level of activity of 10 percent or less %ere considered
insignificant. The upper part of the table shows the average percent change in relative
alpha. beta and theta activities when sleep deprivation was compared to prerleep
deprivation during eyes-open and eyes-closed. %ben eyes were open, the average alphu
activity %as increased and the average theta activity was decreased. There was no change

in average beta activity. During eyes-closed, the average change in individual alpha
activity varies, but there was no change when the five subjects were averaged together;

and there was a tendency for average beta activity to increase with the exception of
subject number five. The theta activity tended to similarly increase with the exception
of subject number three.

When sleep deprivation was compared to postsleep deprivation in the lower part of

i Table I. i.e. after sleep, the average alpha activity. except for the first subject,
decreased and the average theta activity increased for all subjects. There was again no
change in average beta activity. Thus after sleep and rest. the eyes-open EEG pattern
returned to the presleep deprivation pattern. The average individual eyes-open alpha.

beta.and theta activities were variable and the average change for the five subjects was
unchanged. Thus It would appear that on the average, one could not distinguish between
the eyes-closed EEG pattern of a sleep-deprived subject and a rested subject. When.

I
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however, the eyes are open and when using the type of EEG analysis described here, an
increasing amount of alpha and a decreasing amount of theta activity would suggest that
the subject was becoming sleepy and/or fatigued.

Dr Polis will report during these same meetings that plasma phosphatidyl glycerol
concentration is increased during stressful situations such as acceleration and enforced
bed rest. The G + P fractions in Table II represent the plasma phosphatidyl glycerol
concentration which was also increased by sleep deprivation and decreased toward the
presleep concentration following sleep. We have to date completed the analysis for only

one of the 6 subjects tested.

Other work now in progress in our laboratories employing certain chemicals and drugs
strongly suggest that we can identify at least one portion of the brain involved in the
stress response, namely the preoptic region of the forebrain.

The preliminary studies briefly described in this paper represent a serious effort
directed toward establishing an interdisciplinary approach to study of the problems of
human stress ana fatigue, arn their relationship to performance.

I:

I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 1:

Changes in EEG After Sleep Deprivation

(Sleep Deprivation)/(Pre-Sleep Deprivation), % Change

Subject Alpha Beta Tneta Subject Alpha Beta Theta

Eyes Open Eyes Closed

I -t21 0 -26 1 -22 +24 +317

2 +24 +5 -36 2 -5 +19 +43

3 +6 +10 -22 3 -8 +25 (-15)
4 +54 +2 -15 4 (+20) +6 +6

5 +29 +1 -3 5 -9 (-12) 462

Average +27 +4 -20 Average (-5) +12 +37

I (Sleep Deprivation)/(Post Sleep Deprivation), % Change

Subject Alpha Beta Theta Subject Alpha Beta Theta

Eyes Open Eyes Closed
1 (+20) +1 +30 1 (+24) -25 -25

2 -40 -3 +41 2 -26 -14 -11

3 -31 -0 +60 3 (+8) -18 +20

4 -36 +8 +12 4 -3 (+10M 0

5 -38 +3 +13 5 -17 (+13) +47

Average -25 0 +31 Average -3 -7 +6

TABLE II

Pre-SlSleepPost-Sleep
Se p Sleep Deprivation

Deprivat ion Deprivation (Rest)

TOTAL pg P
10lPAA7500 pg 7067 pg 7100 ;g

E 100 ml PIA1A

Jg P % of 1-g P I % of pg P % of{ 100 ml Total P I100 ml Total P 100 m1 Total P

LECITHIN 4029.4 38.7 3951.0 30.1 3967.7 30.1

SP 52.8 0.5 129.3 1.0 72.4 0.5
SG 41.7 0.4 138.6 1.1 47.6 0.4

G + P 94.5 267.9 120.0

ICARDIOLIPIN 75.5 2.7 64.4 097.8 07
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SVUNARY

The level of activity in physoiolgica) systems which are under the control of the
autonomilc and somatic nervous syý,tea. maty be considered to 7eflect. inter alia. the
mental and physical Neffoft - e-m5andej by the task.

As the operator atteuli'As to me-intain control to a prescribed standard, variat~zor~s in
task dynamics. display or ',utptl, cYkiracteristics may not be revealed by measures of
performanre nn the bý,_ic cask, allhough the loads imposed by the task differ. Attempts
have beeh made to %.ssess ope~rator load using both psychological and physiological
techniques. In psycholorical terms one method hss been to use a secondary task. Such a
technique is founded upr,n w~ assumption of a fixed performance capo'zity of the hurian
operat-or. it is arguo'd Vy the eirperimenter that differencos in the demand placed upon
the subject by varieci'jns In the experimental task will be shown by the level of
performaui-e the suljocet islable to produce on the secoadary tas.k whilst maintaining the
required~ level of performance on the experimental tank. A second method of measuring

operatzr "efforY is provided by recording physiological a~ctivity (e. g. heart rate, skin
resistance. mnsle activity, respiratory rate and ventilation).

The res':It of experiments on subjects who pe formded simple closed sequence control
".-asks. as'u those of greater complexity provide-d b~y the simulazed and actual flying task.
will be described. The limitations of psycbophysi4ological measures in, behavioural
studi'.,., will also be discussed.

RESUME

Ov peut considdrer que le riveau d'act~ivitd des syst~mes piuysiologiques sous !a
d~pe-ndance du syst~me nerveux autonome et sonatique reflfte, entre autres. "Ieffort'
pbysique et mental exig4 par la tfiche A accemlir-.

V op~rateur s'efforqant de maintepir un niveau de contr6le doann. les variations qui
s~ffectent la dynazique de la tfiche. 1*4nformation ou les caract4r-stiqjues de sortie
re~uvent ne pas etre r~v4l~es par les; inesurtts de capacitg fonctionnelle dans 1 exicution
de la tfiche de base. bien que les charges impos~es par cette tfiche different. On s'est
efforc4 TI 4valuier la charge A laq'aelle est soumis l op4rateur er, recourant A des
techniq;ýs A I-. fols psychologir~ues et physiologiqueE. Dans le domaine psycho ogique.
1'utne ds A4f.to'es einploy4es P. 4t de faire ex~cuter une tfs'he Recondeire. Cette
technique est fond4e sur 1'bnypoth~se qu' un ope'rateur humain poss4de une capaoýtW de
rendement fonctionnel ddtermin~e. LUexpdrimentateur part du principe Que les diff4rences
de niveaux d'effort impos~s au sujet. diff4rences dues aux variations de la tfiche
exp~grimentale. seront ref ldt4es par le ni~eau de rendezzent fonctionnel du m~me sujet
tandis qu'i] accomplit la tfiche secondaire tout en maintenant le niveau de rendement
exig4 pour la tfiche exp4rimental.e. Pour mesurer 1"effort" de lPop~ratuer, il existe une
deuxi~yne m4thode qui consiste A enregistrer Vactivite- physiologique de ce dernier (par
ex. sa fr4quence cardiaque, sa r~sistztnce cutanne. son actA'vit4 musculaire, sa fr4que~ce
respiratoire. et sa ventilation).

Les auteurs d~criront les r4sultats d'expdriences consistant A faire executer des
tfiches simples de commande en s~quence fermde. et d'autres plus comzplexes comme cellos A
accomplir en vol r~el oti simul4. Ils exposeront igalement les limitations des mesures
psychophysiologiquies dans les 4tudes de comportement.
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THE USE OF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES
IN THE ASSESSMENT OF OPERATOR EFFORT

A. J. Benson and J.M. Rolfe

1. INTRODUCTION

r_ In seeking to measure human performance the experimenter is faced with the question
of deciding exactly what measuras to use and what interpretation he may place upon any
data obtained from these measures. Assuming that the subject plays an active part in the
data recording process, there are four ,ources from which an experimenter van obtain

measures of the operator's aerformance. These are:

(i) Measurement of the operator's perforrnw.ce on the task under investigation (the
primary task).

(ii) The operator's subjective assessment of his performance on the primary task.

(iii) Measurement of the operator's response to one or more additional tasks performed
R concurrently with the primary task.

(iv) The operator's physiological respon-e, in the task situation.

b When. however, the object of the experiment is to measure the effort required to
F perform a task. there are a number of basic objections to relying entirely on either

primary task performance or subjective assessments.

Although he may have to work harder - exert greater effort - to achieve the required

E level of performance, measures of performance may. of Lhemselves, not reveal the change
in task load until the operator is working to the li'iit of his capacity. Conversely
improvements to a system, which would be expected t-- reduce task load, may not be
accompanied by a commensurate melioration of performance because an acceptable standard
is achieved with the expenditure of less mental or physical effort.

One of the principal disadvantages attendavt on the use of subjective assessments is
that alteration in task load can modify the subject's appreciation of the qualit.y of his
performance. For example, an operator may repjrt that his performance has improved

although it may h..ve been severely degrade! b- the imposed experimental conditions .

Thus neither cbjective nor subjective assessments of primary task; performance allow

unequivocal statements to be made about task lead or synallagmatically. operator effort.
Yet some estimate cf these variables is required. for they are tne principal determinants
of the range of situations in which the operator will be able to maintain his performance.
and of his ability to perform additional tasks. It is in providing the solution of these
problems that the use of secondary task and of physiological techniques are of value.
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2. THE SECONDARY TASK

The use of the secondary task technique is based on the concept that the human
operator's ability to handle information is limited by a central decision mechanism.
which must be allowed a finite time to process one stimulus-response before a second can
be accepted2 ' . .

Experimental investigations of the operator as a single decision chank.el system have.
in the main. relied upon situations where the subject was prebented with discrete stimuli
sequences of known brief-time separations from tine another 67.9 .9. 0 Unfortunately
the real world can rarely be precisely defined, for many tasks are continuous and have
temporal relationships of a more stochastic neture. In an attempt to bring together the
theoretical studies of the numan operator and the applied areas of psychological research.
Broadbent' 1 elaborated a model of the single channel operator which conformed to the data
obtained from his own and other workers' researches into multiple task performance using
auditory sinals. Likew~ise Poulton1 2 . as the theoretical basis for his own use of a
secondary task, stated that -there is a limit to the rate at which an operator can deal
with inforration" - in other words he has a limited channel capacity. "When the demands
of the primary and subsidiary tasks together exceed this limit, errors must occur".
Similar views have also been expressed by Garvey and Henson 3, and by Knowles"'. who
compared the operator to a time division multiplex communication system using a single
channel to transmit messages from several sources to several destinations.

Thus it may be argued that performance on a standard secondary task, which is
independent of the primary task. provides a measure of the demands of the primary task
and an indication of the operator's spare capacity. From a review of contemporary
psychological literature"- it was apparent that secondary tasks have been used in four
types of experimental studies. These were:

(i) Comparison of alternative methods of performing the same operation1 2 , 13, 16

(ii) Investigations of the changes in work load during the various phases of a
complex task1 7 , 19-, 20.21

(iii) The study of operator learning in relation to the modification of the capacity
available to deal with other tasks as the primary task was learned 22 .23, 2.

(iv) Investigation of the human operator's ability to handle infcitzation from a
variety of sources 2 S' 26

This technique has been of value in studies of human factors in aeronautical research.
In the United States various control display systems for the X-15 vehicle were evaluated

27in a secondary task situation . and the same technique used to study orbital and lunar
landing vehicle systems2 ' 29. In the United Kingdom secondary tasks have been used at
the Institute of Aviation Medicine in the assessrent of aircraft instrument display
systems and in-flight environmentS3 GC3 l.

One such investigation arose from the need to evaluAte the presentation of dynamic
information by purely digital displays. An initial experiment showed no significant
difference in subjects' performance on a compensatory tracking task when a purely digital
aitimeter di'play was used and when this was combined with a scale and pointer display.
IIt was concl-ded that parity of perforeance on the two displays were obtained at the
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expense of increased effort by the subjects when the purely digital display was used.
In order to investigate this hypothesis a further experiment was carried .ut in which ,°
second task. which took the form of a two choice, light acknowledging, operation was
introduced into the experimental situation. The subjects were instructed to attend tothe secondary task only when they felt they could do so w-ithout• affecting performanc'ý on .

the primary task- Because of these instructions it was considered that perfoimance on
the secondary task would provide a relative indication of the effort demandd by the two
displays employed in the primary task.

It was found that. waereas performance on the primary task was uraffected by the
variations in the displav (Table I) performance on the ser'ondary. light acknowledging,
task was significantly affected (Table II). Subjects failed to acknowledge twice as
many lights when tracking with the purely digital display at* when tracking with the
combined digital and scale and pointer display. Thus it was concluded that parity of
performance obtained with the twc primary task displays aas indeed achieved as the result
of increased effort on the part of toe subjects whe. tVie purely digital display was
employed.f

In a later experiment. 1performance of subjects was studied during a task which
required them tL undert:ake a series of settings using a digitra display. Again a
secondary light risponding task was employed. rut instead of measuring the number of
signals not acknow.edged, the response time to each individual stimulus was recorded
The decision to intensify the sensitivity of the recording was made bec?.Ise it was
considered important tV be able to examine the demands of the primary task during very

S brief time per.ods. The results obtained from this experiment showed that subjects"
f response times on the secondary task were not only related to the psychomotor components
R _of the tasks, but that information gathering and processing activities, prior to an

overt motor response, also had an effect upon secondary task behaviour

it was therefore argued that if the extra demand was in the gathering of information
from the visual display, the replacement of the visual secondt.ry task by one in the
auditory modality would reduce the interference between primary and secondpry tasks
However. if the constraint was ip the central processing of the information, then the
separation of the sens•ry channels for primary and secondary tasks would have little

Seffect. %ben tested etperimentally, the latter result was found to occur, for both
visual and auditory presentation ef the secondary task resulted in the same increase in

response time in the period immediately preceding the initiation of a motor response.
This finding suggested that the seconoary task was sensitive to central data processing
activities, and could indicate the periods during which changes in task load associated
with information processing could influence the subjects' performance capability.

Other experimenters have experienced difficulties in distinguishing a•iternative
methods o.' performing the same tasks when the load imposed upon the subject was one which
involved conceptual ra:her than perceptual motor activities2 9 . .owever, there is
evidence to suggest that a suitable secon.i.r-y task can be extremely useful in demonstra-
ting the variations in the ease of anticipation and timing of responses during the

performance of a complex skilled task . Ye:. the secondary task is only of value in
such situations if it is capable of measuring changes in performance over short time

Speriods which are coensurate with the tice taken to carry out decisions and actions on

the primary task.
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i The value of secondary task measures in situations such as those described above
i seems undeniable. However. it is essential that the choice and design of secondary tasks
* should be given adequate consideration. It appears to be most important to bear in mind

that a secondary task should satisfy the following criteria:

(a) The operating procedure of the task can be easil; learned and capable of being
left and restarted frequently.

(b) The task should at all times demand part of the subject's conscious attention if
it is to be performed successfully.

(c) The task should not interfere directly with the primary task.

(d) The operator should find it impossible to perform the secondary task perfectly in
a control condition when workipg at the secondary task alone.

(e) The task should be such that the subject can be given clear unambiguous instruc-
tions about the relative priority of primary and secondary task

I. Having stated these requirements, it is necessary to express some caution in relation
to the value of secondary tasks in complex systems evaluation. It is of particular
importance to note that. despite the clarity with which an experimenter instructs the

subject about the priority of the primary over the secondary task, it has been found
that performance of the primary task suffers at the expense cf thc secondary task. Such
was the result obtained in the experiments described above. One explanation of this
interaction between primary and secondary task is that the experimenter unwittingly
introduces a task induced stress. Indeed, the increased incidence of omissions, errors.
and approximation, features characteristic of behaviour under stress suggest that is

so.

Another aspect of behaviour which would explain the unwanted performance dpcrement

has been mentioned earlier, namely, the subject's inability, under stress. to qualita-
tively assess his own performance. One explanation for this is that the decremenc in
performance which occurs on the primary task takes place because the subjlect changes his
criterion of what is an acceptable performance In other words, his th. cshold for error

is unconsciously readjusted. it has been shown elsewhere that subjects' error threshold
need not be constant and that it can change with the denan.is and compiexity of the task
In seve-il studies of fatiguje ..... a lowering of the acceptable error criterion has
been noted, while it has also been shown' 3 that the somewhat different stress imposed by
an increased work load can also engender an increase in the limen of detectable error.
In consequence, it may be argued that when task load is increased by the introduction of
a secondary task the subject's criterion of acceptable perfrrmance on the primary task

is degraded, so that he would fail to appreciate that he w•s not achieving the sane
quality of performance on the primary task as when it was performed in the absence of the
secondary task.

The interference with primary tgs.% performance by tie secondary task is a serious
disadvantage to the use of this technique in the flight environment. In many of the
phases of flight in which an assessment of work load is desirable. e.g. take-off, landing.
high-speed low-level flight, the addition of a secondary task may degrade aircraft
control to such an extent that the !ife of the pilot and other aircrew may be jeopardized.
A salutary warning is providel by the simulator studies of Goldsmith. Ser:.sa and
Vitale' who found that the inclusion of a secondary task in a sirulated terrain

Lo
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following task resulted in sub-jects being unable to continue performing the simulated
task and the secondary task at the same time. Consequently, for airborne and perhaps
also simulator studies, the secondary task appears to be severely limited. Some other
measure must therefore be sought %.ich can yield data comparable to that provided by
secondary task performince measures; it is for this reason that an examination of the
value of phtysiological measures has been undertaken.

3. PHYSIOL9GICAL MEASURES

It is well established that the activity in physiological systems of the body is
related to the behavioural state. Though Golla•° was the first to suggest that the level

Sof physiological acitivity was a function of "effort". with the advent of the concept of
9 an arousal continuum-ý .;2 it is now more popular to consider physiologica; activity as

an indicant of "arousal" or -activation" within the central nervous system. However, the
generalisation elaborated by Golla. namely that physiological activity is increased by
either '"ental" or "physical'* "effort", is paralleled in the arousal theory by the
precept that arousal is increased both by the mental demands made by the task and by the
intensity of physical stimuli. Thus it may be argued that task load is a determinant of
the level of arousal. which in turn is manifest in the physiological responses of the
individual- It must. however be recognised that, apart from the inherent difficulty of
the task. the penalty imposed by the failure to perform to a particular standard can
play an important, and at times dominant, role in the regulation of arousal in a given
task situation. For example: arousal engendered by loss of control when flying on
instrume-its in a simulator is likely to be very much less than that which would occur in
flight, because in the former situation the life of the operator, and perhaps others, is
not in jeopardy.

Despite the prolixity of physiological changes which have been shown to accompany
alterations in the behavioural state there is no one measure which is a direct indicant
of arousal. It may be thought that the electroencephalogram, being a manifestation of
the slectrical activity of the brain, should provide the least ambiguous information about
the level of arousal, but in the majority of control tasks where the loop is closed by a
visual display, the relationship between EEG activity and arousal is covert and is only -

to be made manifest by complex analytical procedures. Accordingly it is necessary to
study other physiological variables which. by virtue of the central control exercised
through the somatic and autonomic nervous system, serve as indicants of arousal. It is
not proposed here to discuss all the physiological manifestations of alterations in the
behavioural state, but rather to point out those which may be studied in individuals
during flight or when performing a task which is a partial or complete simulation of that
which is carried out in flight. The choice of the physiological variable to be studied
is in part determined by the recording techniques which have to be employed, for it is
important, particularly in the flight environment, that the attachments of sensors and
transducers to the subject does not interfere with his performance of the task. Not only
should the subje•ct be free of additional physical impediment, but should also not suffer

F pain, discomfort, or be distracted by the recording techniques employed. Within these
C •limitations the physiological measures wiich would appear to be of value in the assess-
- ament of task load may be summarised as follows:

EN
E
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AUTONOMIC

Cardiovascular Heart Rate

Blood Pressure

Vasomotor Tone Skin and Muscle (Plethysmography)

Blood Flow

Skin Temperature

Sudonotor Sweat Production Skin Resistance (GSR and Basal
and Potential Measures)

Respiratory Respiratory Rate

Ventilation Alveolar (End Tidal) 002 tension

SOMATIC Somatic muscle Grip pressure
activity

(Integrated DIG)

In a group of individuals, alteration in task load is associated with a characteristic
change in the mean level of activity in any one of these measures, the magnitude of which
is correlated with "be increment in task difficulty. However, because of the idio-
syncratic nature of the physiological response, in any one individual such a correlation
may or may not be present according to the physiological variable which is studied. Prom
the work of Lacey. Bateman and van Lehn 3 and Schnore' it is known that the pattern of
an individual's physiological response to an alteration of arousal is stereotyped. For
example, one person may show a large change in heart rate and muscle activity but little
sudomotor response, in another a comparable change in arousal may evoke a large fall in
skin resistance but little change in heart rate.

These studies of individual response specificity and inter-individual differences are
of methodological importance in the design of experiment in which physiological measures

are to be used in the assessment of task load. They draw attention, firstly, to the
importance of comparing the effect of differing expe-imental conditions within each
subject rather than between subject groups, and seconily, to the advantages of employing
several physiologir-al measures rather than one. If oi ly one physiological measure is
employed (say heart rate), then because of inter-subje~t response specificity, the
assessment of the alteration in arousal produced by ta,k variables is likely to be
disproportionately influenced by those subjects who exh'bit large changes in the parti-
cular physiological system which is studied. The use in combination of several physio-
logical measures allows a more reliable comparison of t& k load to be made. Furthermore.
in experimental studies in which intra-subject comparison can be made. it increases
sensitivity, so that differences between task condit.:oL. ,h-ich were not manifest in any
one physiological measure, can be resolved when the meariares are combined. This is
illustrated by the results of an experiment described earlic" in which subjects performed
a compensatory tracking task, with and without a secondary Ew.k. in which two altimeter
displays were compared. whereas heart rate. skip resistance, muscle tension in left

*" forearm and calf muscles (muscle groups which were not involved in the control task) and
ventilation, all showed a significantly greater increme'rt in activity above the resting

L, level when the secondary task was performed, none of these measures showed a significant
difference between the two altimeter dis4plays. However. when the" measures were combined
it was apparent that a significantly greater increment in pihysiological activity occurredI.

" °
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with the counter display alone, than when this was used in conjunction with a scale and

pointer instrument (Table III). Thus in an experimental situation in which performance

scores on the primary task did not differentiate between the two displays, measures of

physiological activity revealed that one display made a greater demand on the operatorI than the other.

The conclusion to be draan is that, in situaticns where intra-subject comparison of
the physiological respcnse to a change in task variable is possible, and when several
physiological measures rather than a single one. can be employed, then it is likely that
relatively small differences in task load can be detected. It is not suggested that

physiological measures offer a technique of greater sensitivity than is provided by

detailed measurement of performance on the primary or secondary ý'ask, but in ,zertain
situations (e.g., pilot/aircraft control) where it is undesirable to introduce a

A secondary task and quantification of overall performance presents considerable diffi-
culties, measures of physiological activity may allow a relative, if not absolute.
assessment of task load to be made.
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TABLE I i

Mean Time in Seconds. Per Four-Minute Period.
During Which Error Was Less Than ±150 ft

One-Task Two-Tasks

C- t fCounter Counter 4
Counter ÷ Counter +

only Pointer only Pointer

227.3 231.2 207.6 227.3

Nq

TABLE I I

M Mean Nusber of Lights Not Acknowledged
SPer Four-Minute PeriodI

Sc TSecond
SeonhCoTask Task withSecon~l with Counter

Task only Counter
1.5 + Pointer

1.5 5.5 11.5

F

iz 'AE
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TABLE III

Sign Test Applied to Task-Rest Increments, In Order to Compare
Magnitude of Change Prot•ced by the Two Displays.

(C Counter Only. (P = Counter and Pointer Display)

One-Task Two-Tasks

C> CP, C < CPI C > CPI C < CP

Heart Rate j 8 6 9

Skin Resistance 9 f 7 13 3

BEG Arm 7~ 8 8f 7__
ONG Leg 9 10 6

[ Respiratory Rate 4 10 5 9 7

I Ventilation 1 8 6 8 6

& Tidal PCX, 11 3 11 4

_I 62 4 4 68 39

Difference Difference
N.S. Sig.

P_ 0. 005

-_ _ _ ._ _ _

i C
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:+ -:-SUNK ART

The authors have investigated the effects of gaze fixation upon
targets, exposed for short periods, on duration and charactbristics of
ocular poft-rotatory nystagmus. and its influence on visual perception
characters.

Visual fixation has been reported to reduce nystagmus anplitude, andI iduration, as well as slow-phase angular velocity, whereas the frequency
- +of oscillations is increased.

Ntystagmus modifies targets perception with a light increase of errors
of perception, and of angular, and spatial evaluation. These changes,

however, are scarcely significant.

Experiments carried out in the same subjects, submitted to mildI hypoxia, have resulted in a worsening effect.

RESUME

Les anteurs ont itudid les effets. sur la durde et ies caractdristiques
du nystagmus oculaire post-rotatoire, de la fixation du regard sur des
objectifs visuels. pendant de courtes p4"iodes; ils ont 4galement
examind son influence sur les caractdristiques de la perception visuelle.

Ils ont observ4 que la fixation visuelle r4duit ' amplitude et la
durde du nystagmus. ainsi que la vitesse angulaire de la phase lente.
tandis que la fr~quence des oscillations s' accroft.

Le nystagmus modifie la perception des objectifs visuels, en ce sens
qu' il augmente lig~rement les irreurs de perception et d'4valuation
angula're et spatiale. Ces .rolficatioas sont toutefois minimes.

Ces expiriences ont egaiement &t4 effectuges sur les mfmes sujets.
mais cette fois en dtat de i.g~re hypoxie; on a pu constater une
aggravation des effets observes.

I -

I
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INFLUENCE OF KILD HYPOXIA ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
DURING POST-ROTATORY OPTICAL NYSTAGNUS

Aristide Scano, Giorgio Mazza, Roc• Caporale

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of orientation in dlfficult flight condition, and therefore of the correct
and prompt perception of cockpit instruments during the effects of abnormal labyrinthine
excitations. continues to be of great ieromedical interest.

In particular, the extra-physiological stimulation of the semicircular canals provokes
a series of perceptions which may be contradictory (apparent rotation of objects in the
visual field and apparent rotation of the body itself) and in contrast with information
deriving from other sense receptors (especially the visual one). Under these conditions
the pilot may use his reason to check erroneous perceptions, or he may become disoriented.

In the first case he calculates which is the -true" information and which the "false".
giving preference to the former. The information which we call "true*" is that deriving
from the instruments the pilot has available in the cockpit, and which enables him to

orientate himself correctly (electric and magnetic compasses, altimeters, variometers.
turn-and-bank indicators, artificial hori-zon, radar etc.). The information that we call
"false" is that deriving from the sense organs and which do not cs-rrespond to the actual
situation.

Therefore, disorieitation may result

(i) from lack or inaccuracy of instrum-nt informat'on (due to instruvent failure).

(ii) from the pilot's inability to discriminate between 'true" and "faIse" information.

Obviously, in the presence of contradictory Information, the decisive part in
achieving a judgment based on reality will be played by exercise, self-discipline.

emoticnal control, the inhibition of certain instinctive reactions, and trust in tbh
instrument. In other words, information deriving from the vestibular organ under extra--
physiological stimulation - eien if it is in contrast with other sensorial data - may not

necessarily produce disorientation, as long; as the pilot succeeds in checking the "false"
information and formulatiug a judgrnt of :eality based exclusively (or almost
exclusively) on "true" Information.

Armstrong' said. quite rightly, in 1952, "Most of the time taken by the pilot to learn

instrumental flight is taken up by his learning to disregard false sensations, and no-one
can learn instrumental flight unless he !q corvinced that sensations are always wrongIhen they don't agree with the instruments".

:,
• mm~~mms mmmm mmmmmwmmmmma m mm_
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Of special interest is the problem of the pilot's being able to perceive correctly
"true" information available t.hrough visual function, even in the presence of optical
aystagmus elicited by angular acceleration. In fact. if one could demonstrate the
impossibility of reading and interpreting visual data from any instrument during a
nystagmus. "true" information on which the pilot must base his orientation would be
missing.

According to studies carried out by Velvill Jones', some of which were in actual
flight, the fixing of the gaze is notably hindered because of nystagnus and consequent
counter-rolling reaction of the eyeballs during certain flight manoeuvres.

Arslan3 and Bergstedt" state that nystagmus from rotary stimulation is modified by
simultaneous fixing of the gaze. The effects are: reduction of the amplitude, decrease
of angular velocity values in the slow phase, decrease of duration, increase in frequency
of oscillations. The qualitative characteristics of nystagmus would be also modified
during gaze fixation (McLay et al.. 1957). Therefore. ocular fixing of the cockpit
instruments by the pilot should act on nystagmais so as to favour the interpretation of
visual information, especially the reduction of the amplitude and the velocity of the
slow phase.

Useller and Algranti 5 confirmed that the fixing of the gaze reduced the intensity of
nystagmus: they studied the behaviour of a group of pilots being submitted to h'gh-speed
rotation.

Another important factor in attepuating nystagmus seems to be the intensity wit.h which
the instruments are lit. In fact., ,clgighian observed that an intensely luminous stimulus
(400 lux) attenuated post-rotatory nystagmus, while a comparatively feeble luminosity
(30 lux) had no such effect.

The probler is further complicated in actual flight when a subject undergoes a
moderate hypoxic condition, which might occur through a failure in an oxygen inhalator
or through the pilot's own lack of discipline or inexperience. In this connection, it

is interesting to Lote that coordinated ocular movements (such as in reading) become
less accurate under hypoxia; they slow Am and are sometimes siiaken by nystagMoid
oscillations" 8. As regards the specific effects of hypoxia on nystagmus, earlier
researches by Gellhorn and Spie-san 9 carried out with the technique of caloric stimula-
tion. would seem to have shown thiat only a considerable degree of hypoxia (0? concentra-
tion below 10% for a protracted pericd) was able to modify the characteristics of
nystagmus. In our laboratory. Caproale and Terranalo. submitting healthy male subjects
to the breathing of 8% 0 and 92% N2 mixtures for 15 minutes, observed an increase in
the number of oscillations per minute. and of the amplitude and duration o.' post-rotatory
nystagmus, It therefore seems of ivterest to investigate (a) the possibiAlty of
perceiving correctly and rapidly the information obtainable from instrument reading on
the part of subjects presenting a nystegmus caused by anguler acceleration, (b) the

influence of moderate hypoxia on the same perceptive phenomana.

2. EXP'ER134NTAL TECHNIQUE

A first series of researches was carried out on thlirty pilots between 24 and 48 years
Sof age. with active flight eperience or, bota civil and military aircraft of from three

S7to thirty years.
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Visuai, auditive, and labyrinthine functions, checked at the time of the tests, were
found within prescribed standards laid down for pilot, fitness.

This inv•-,tigation was aimed at taking a quantitative sample of the ability to
recsGnize visual data supplied by panel flight instrument simulators during post-rotatory
nystagmus, and were carried out - always in the morning and in a dark and silent environ-
ment - using a tachistoscope controlled electrically and a Toennies-type rotating chair.

The tachistoscope was placed at a distance of I metre from the eyes of the subject being
examined. The tachistoscopic images had a luminosity level of about 3 lux (read at 10 cm
from the protecting glass of the window of the rpparatus) with exposure of 0. 1 sec. the

exposure time chosen was very short so that, *bile allowing a normal visual perceptive
process. 4,t would induce in the lsbject a considerable attentive effort even in con-
ditions of rest. and which would none the less cause a certain number of errors, in order
to obtain data which could be compared with those derived from tests carried out during
nystagmus. The level of illuirination was minimum, although sufficient for a satisfactory
visual perception, so that it could not exert any specific inhibitory effect on nystagu3.

Tho visual messages consisted of images (5 x5 cm) representing schematically, on a
black backgrourd, two kinds of information from on-board instruments. The former
consisted of two lines of different colours (yellow and white). one acting as a
horizontal base and the other inciden, to it at angles varying between 900 to 00. When
the lines were parallel, the white one might be over or under the yellow one. This type
of test is similar to the indications given by an artificial horizon (Fig. 1). The latter
type of test consisted of a horizontal yellot line divided into five equal lengths by
four w~ite notches.

A red vertical arrow might occupy from time to time any one of the five spaces. This
test is analogous to horizontal instrument reading, such as in magnetic compass.
direction indicator. etc. (Fig.2).

These tachistoscopic images were presented in two series each consisting of three

images )f each type.

All the subjects were tested according to the following method:

(i) Clockwise or anti-clockwise rotatory stimulation with acceleiation of 1.5 0 /sec 2

up to a constant speed of 900/sec for ten rotations, followed by abrupt
deceleration.

(ii) Measurement of duration of post-rotatory rystagmus through direct observation.
using Bartels glasses.

(iii) Instruction of the subject as to the maimer -it test and presentation of two
samples of tachistoscope images.

(iv) Presentation of the first series of images at rest, with a rhythm of one every
S5 sec.

(v) Rotatory stimulation of the same characteristics as before in conditions of
complete darkness, and presentation of the second series of tachistoscopic
images.

I-- I
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b The presentation started 2 sec after the stopping of the chair, to allow fixing of
the gaze and ocular accommodation, and proceeded at the rate of I image every 5 sec.

Each time the subject referred, by voice. to the characteristics of the tachistogram
perceived; for the first type he gave the value in degrees of the angle of incidence of
the two lines, or whether the white line was above or below the yellow, in the case of
the lines being parallel; for the second type he indicated the position of the red arrow.

Measuring of the duration of nystagmus with the preliminary rotation test led to the
conclusion that mean time of duration of nystagmus in the conditions described here was
thirty seconds. Therefore the number of tachistoscopic images and the rate of their
presentation during the second rotation test were such as to coincide with the entire
duration of the nystagmus. Lastly, during some tests, an electro-nystagmogram in bi-
temporal lead was recorded.

In the second series of investigations, dealing with the effects of hypoxia, tests
were still carried out during the morning and in the same environment, on 19 points with
experiente of flight corresponding to that of the first group, from 24 to 48 years of
age, and on 19 subjects not pilots (technicians. medical assistants, applicants for
service in the Air Force) aged between 19 and 43. In order to have data directly
applicable to practical flying, two actual flight instruments were used for the test -

an altimeter and a clock; these were also exposed for a very short time. Furthermore.
the deceleration was somewhat more raoidly applied, to increase the disturbing effect.

The subjects were first examined to establish that their visual, additive and
"labyrinthine functions were normal, and they were indoctrinated in plain te- 3s in the

task they were expected to perform. They then carried out a preliminary binocular
i ~reading of a test-dial placed at a distance of 14.0 cm and lit by two lamps of a total of

80 watts for 0.3 sec. controlled by a time-switch. The two dials, a Collsman type
altimeter (CA.M.5760 Salmoiraghi) for the pilots and a black-dialled clock with luminnus
figures and hands for the non-pilots (both having equal diameters) were placed about 4 cm
apart in a bo'c painted with opaque black, with an opening 18 x18 cm on the observer' s
side (Fig.3). Two different dials were used, although bearing in mind the inconvenience
this caused, oving to the difficulty experienced by non-pilots in reading an altimeter.

noted during the first tests.

After the initial reading of the instrument chosen, the experimenter changed the
position of the hands or needle, unseen by the subject, and began to administer normal
sir through the moughplece using a normal nose clip. A second reading was than made.
after which the subject, already seated on the Toennies chair, was subjected to an
angular acceleration of 20/sec 2 up to a maximum speed of 180 0 /sec. This remained
constant for 3 minutes and was followed by abrupt deceleration, with the subject stopped
facing the test-dial, the location of which was shown by a weak light over it. Two
seconds after the chair stopped, the third reading was made, as before.

Unknown to the subject, a tap connected to a container of !11 0_ and 89% N. mixture
was opened, to determine an 84 mmHg P10  corresponding to a height of 5000 metres
(16.400 ft). A very moderate degree of hypoxia was expressly chosen because higher
ealues produce in themselves scnsorial and perceptive changes, so as to interfere
considerably with the phenomenon under study and. as already mentioned, they provoke
unquestionable effects on the characteristics of nystagmus. After 3 or 10 minutes of
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hypoxia a fourth reading was made at any time after previous change of positicn of the
hands or needle.

The subject was then submitted to a s,,cond rotatory stimulation of the labyrinth, ana
after stopping he carried out the fifth reading during nystagus and in hypoxic condition.

From the beginning of breathing througi. the mouthpiece, the following data were
recorded: pulmenary ventilation by means of a dry-type gas aeter, respiratory and heart
rate, in order to give information on respiratory and cardiac responses to hypoxia in
single subjects.

3. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT AND CONCLUSIONS

Before setting out the results of the two series of experiments, let us say that the
nystagmographic recordings made on part of the subjects have confirmed what is already
knuwn about nystagmus, and that is that the fixing of the gaze and an effort of
concentration determine modifications of post-rotatory nystagmus, and that these
modifications consist of reduction of amplitude, reduction of duration, increase of
frequency and reduction of angular velocity in the slow phase.

For analysis of perceptive ability, account has been taxen of the errors made by
subjects during the tests. These errors have been conventionally classified as follows:
errors of perception •characterized by failure to identify the tachistoscopic image at
all), and errors of evaluation (represented by inaccuracies in describing the specific

characteristics of the image).

* The latter have been divided in their turn into "errors of angular evaluation"
[ (determined ,y the difference between the size of the actual and perceived angles) and

• "errors of spatial evaluation" (shown by the incorrect topographic location of the arrow -

I and the parallel lines).I

In computing the errors, for those of perception and those of spatial evaluation, the
phenomenon has been considered qualitatively. while for those of angular evaluation a
quantitatJve calculation has been made, totalling the degrees of difference between the
actual angle and that perceived in the six Lacbistograms of each series. Where the
subject failed to perceive the inage presented, if this belonged to the group composed
of figures involving angles, a conventional error of 300 was ascribed in compuAting errors

t of angular variation. Comparison of test results carried out in conditions of res* and
those during nystagmus have given the following evidence (see Table I):

(1) Errors of Perception:

Out of thirty subjects in a total of 180 tachistoscopic tests, 5.5% errors resulted
from the preliminary test aud 8.8% during post-rotatory nystagmus. Further, 7
subjects made a greater number of errors in the second test. 3 in the first and 6 an
equal number in the two tests. The errors were made by 10 subjects in the preliminary
test and by 13 subjects duaring post-rotatory nystagmus.

(ii) Errors of Evaluation:

(a) Errors of angular evaluation, all subjects made errors in the tw3 tests; 14 made
greater errors in the second test; 13 in the first and only 3 made errors of the

I•A :
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same degree in both tests. Altogether, the average error of each subject, expressed in
degrees, was 31.80 in the first test and 33.70 in the second.

(b) Errors of spatial evaluation: as in the preceding case, all subjects made errors

in one of the two tests: 11 a greater number in the second, 12 in the first and 7
an equal number in the two tests.

From the results given here it is apparent that the subjects examined made errors of
interpretation of the visual message during post-rotatory nystagmus; however, the
frequency and size of the errors were not greatly different from those made in the
absence of xestibular stimulation.

The only element which can be deduced is a relative frequency of errors characterized
by failure to perceive the image in the test carried out during post-nystagmus. But.
even in these cases, the errors did not appear to be of great quantitative significance.
as their incidence was 5.5% in the first test and d.8% in the second. This slight
hindrance may be ascribed to the very short time of exposure of the image presented
(0.1 sec) which in some cases may well have coincided with a rapid ocular nystagmic
excursion, whose duration, during the fixing of the gaze. hus about the same value
(1/12 - 1/10 sec).

The equal freqaency of errors noted in the two tests seems to agree with the observa-

tions reterred to above, according to which the fixing of the gaze and the attentive
concentration of the subject seems to play a remarkable part in attenuating the amplitude

and duration of provoked nystagmus.

This first seriec of results enables us to stete that nystagmus, elicited by a
stimulation of the type and intensity adopted by us, is not such a condition as to limit
significantly perceptive and visual abilities, and even less the interpretation of
images. In other words, one can suppose that a pilot, subjected to uniformly increasing
angular acceleration, is able to absorb the "true" information given by his flight
instruments.

The relative increase in overall errors of perception (understood as the inability of
the subject to give any qualitative or quantitative character to the image) seems to be
put into relation to contemporaneity of exposure of the image with a rapid oscillation
of ocular nystagmus.

The results of the second series of tests are summarized in Tables 'I anwd IIN (total
numbers of correct and incorrect readings of the clock by non-pilots ard of the altimeter
by pilots) in which percentages are also given.

From the examination of reported data, some considerath-ns can be drawn.

The first one, based on a comparison between the data relative to pilots and non-
pilots, concerns the notable homogeneity of the responses in the three experimental
conditions (post-rotatory nystagzus. moderate hypoxia. =nd nystagmus in hypoxia).
Indeed, the subjects of both groups gave, during nystagmus. only a slight, but
appreciable, increase of wrong readings, no significant variation under hy- xia alone,

and a definite increase of the ratio (wrong readings)/(correct readiugs) during nystagnus
Iin hypoxia.
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In this case the disturbing effect appears more severe in non-pilots than in pilots
(79% E/21% C - 58% E/42% C respectively). 5-

It setas that two collateral observations should be stressed. cal sychological and
ergonomic interest, concerning the effect of believing one is in stare of hypoxia, upon
the accuracy of reading and the time necessary for the correct reading of an altimeter
of the type we used. In fact. almost all the subjects of the two groups performed better
in the first reading, made before applying the mouthpiece (general average 8K correct.'
values to 20% incorrect), than it the second, carried out with the mouthpiece applied
and in the erroneous belief that they were not breathing normal air (63% correct values
and 37% incorrect). Furthermore, 12 pilots out of 19 were able to read accurately the
first three figures of the altimeter in normal conditions (thousands. hundreds and tens
of feet) in 0. 3 sec. Of the non-pilots. 15 out oz. i9 Cve an accurate first reading cfthe clock. (hours. tens of minutes, minutes) in the same time.

In conclusion, from the whole of our researches it seews that the following conclusions
may be drawn:

(I) Visual perception of indicators and instruments. presented for a brief period.
is possible during post-rotatory nystagmus in the experimental conditions
provided, although the readings are notably less accurate than in normal
conditions.

(ii) The effect of moderate hypoxia on this perception is practically negligible in
most subjects.

(iii) The perception and recognition of visual information of the same type are. in

most subjects, considerably hindered by the combined action of ny-stafpus and
hypoxia.
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TABLE I -

Err',rs of Errors of Evaluation

Sujct Ae Years of Perception Angular Spatial

Subject+ Age

I I

Flgh st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd

135 13 0 0 0 21
31 10 0 0 100 15 0 1

3 7 8 0 0 100 20)0 0 24
4 34 11 0 2 300 15 3 -2
5 27 6 1 1 600 600 2 2

II

639 5 1 1 80 950 2 1
7 35 13 10 2j450 650 2 0
8 37 11 0 0 10 350 1 2
9 26 3 0 0 1250 200 1 2 2

10 26 6 0 0 450 50 2 0
11 33 13 1j 1 150 400 1 1
12 30 9 0 0 200 50 1 2
13 30 10 0 0 350 450
14 36 13 0 0 650 400 0 2
15 .0 U1 1 1 0° 40 0 2 1

16 33 1, 1 O 400 500 1 jj
17 35 10 0 1 10° 400 3 1
18 31 72 0 0 1.5°0 i 2 3

19 48 30 1 1 400 300 1 1
20 28 7 1 1 400 400 1 2
21 27 9 1 0 450 500 2 0
22 25 5 0 ; 1 250 400 1 0

23 30 4 1 1 450 500 0 0 1
24 33 9 0 0 150 50 0 0
25 36 15 0 0 5 40 1 0
26 24 6 0 2 250 650 2 1
27 41 12 0 0 20° 50 1 1
28 27 5 0 0 250 400 0 1

29 36 12 1 0 4 10 1 1
30 33 12 0 0 2D° 15° 2 0

Totals 970 299 10 16 9550 10100 36 33 _

Me0 1nd

percentage
values 32.3 9.9 5.5 8.8 31.80 33.70 1.2 1.1

_ _ _ _ _ (_
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